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The use of mathematical models of the human pilot in analyses of the pilot/vehicle system has brought
a new dimensicn to the engineering treatment of flying qualities, stability and control, pilot/vehicle
integraion, and display system considerations. As an introduction to such models, elementary concepts
and specific physical examples are used to set the 6tage for a step-by-step development of what is known

about the human pilot as a dynamic control component. In the process, quasi-linear models for single-loop
systems with visual stm.uli and multiloop systems with visual stimuli are presented and then extended to
cover multiloop, multi-modality situativns. Empirical connections between the pilot dynamics and pile
ratings are also considered.

Some of the most important ,ionlineir features of human pilot behavior in adapting to changes in the
character of the stimuli are described and tied to the quasi-linetr models via the Successive Organization
of Perc-otion (SOP) theury, which is reviewed and elaborated. Dual-mode control models needed to describe
the p .'s behavior In response to sudden transients are present ad, alon, with pursuit and compensatory
elewets of the SOP continuum.

The ctrrent statas of mathematical pilot models is shown to cover random, random-appiaring, and
transient input3 for single- and multi-luop system configurations. An extensive bibliography of applica-
tions and a unnriary of aialysis problems which have been addressed is included, as is a short general
status sanmma: and critique of existing mod.ls in the form of a listing of shortcomings and problem areas.
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CHAPTER I

WTRODUCTION

A. PUROSE AND OU LIM OF TM REPORT

From the authors' standpoint, the genesis of this report was a request from the AGARD Aerospace 1dical
Panel to prepare a concise and crit.icdl review of mathematical modeling Qf the human pilot as a control
element (as distinct from the somewhat parallel technology in passive biodynamic modeliiag). It was hoped
by the "rnel that this would higqlight the most re3evant and reliable conclusiuzhs abouit human operator
mathematical modeling to be drawn from the available literature.

Our approach to this task is constricted upon two bases. The first is an indication of what is known
about the human pilot as a dynamic control component; and the second is, in the light of this knowledge,
Qhat further is needed, or where do we go from here? There is an adequate vqriet,, of substantially current
surveys of the literature and models readily available to the specialist. Therefore, it is not our inten-
tion to contribute another survey. We will, instead, attempt to distill out concepts and models .hich
represent the essence of zurrent generalized empirical knowedge. These are inherently syntheses of models
and empirical data based on the efforts of many investigators. Our emphasis will be on quasi-linear
descriptions for the mot part, since these are the most complete and have been moat extensively applied.
On the current frontier are nonlinear and non-stationary situations, io these -ill also be treated to the
extent possible. The next sections of this introduction give brief backgrounds of the aistory, intended
nature, and fundamental corcepts of human pilot a.atienatLcal des,:riptions. These re'sarae, set the stage
for the remainder of this report.

Chapter II presents some elementary concepts for tha quantitative descripti-.n of huLman dynamic response
in :losed-lo:p systems. The intent in this chapter is to introduce the basic concepts and 'henovena in a
nrimarily descriptive and intuitively anderstandable manner. By means uf concrete examples, we develop
mathematical descriptions ,integro-differenuial equations and transfer functions), the concept of' the rem-
nant, and othtr facets of human operator mathematical descrirtions. The physical approa,.h of this *resenta-
tion is emphasized by reliance on time hist ries to est.blish the concepts and approximate rathematical
relationships. The data for the several specific cases presented are then syntheszied into a simple overall
model which characterizes the dynamics of the human and control sNstem. The mathematival implications of
this model are then explored in Jetail to indicate the types of estimates and predictions one could ma.;e
about control systems wh±ch behave in the fashion exhibited by the simple model. Sufficie, t detail is
provided to permit the simple "back of the envelope" calculations zo dear to the heart of practical
scientists and engineers.

The descriptions of Chapter 1I are for one pilot subject nd the model building there depends on emi-
qualitative measurenents. Chapter III describes the more general state of affair. hich obtains Mhen many
subjects are present and when a more respectable mathematical theory ts "zed as the basis for measurement.
Thus, the four key types of variable which affect the pilot's action are described in detail, and the
nature of quasi-linear measurements is introduced.

Chapters IV and V summarize the current status of j-tasi-Ainear ,odelz for co'qpensato.ry ituations. We
start in Chapter IV w:ith single-loop systerxc for visual stin.uli. The presertation in-ludes an indication
of the experimental data available and interpretation of these in terms of the tost elaborate current
models. Chapter V follows with the extension of the single-loop quasi-linear compensatory model to mti-
loop visual input and to rultiloop, multi-modality situations. Some empirical conne.tions betcen pilot
dynamics and pilot ratings are considered in oth Chapters IV and V.

Chapter VI examines the endpoints of key features of human operator nonlinear behavior, that is, the
adaptive changes in behavior induced by changes in the character of the stimulus presentea. Pursuit and
"precognitive" behavior is introduced and tied together with compensatory behavior via the Successive
Organization of Perception (SOP) hypothesis, which is reviewed and elaborated. Step inputs and nearly
periodic forcing functions are among 'hose t.onsidered, and the dual-mode control model needed tu describe
the pilot's behavior in response to sudden transients is featured as one element in the SOP continuum.

The status quo summarized by Chapters II-VI provides the prologue to Chapters VII and VIII. Although
this report is not intended tc provide a survey of applications techniques and examples, part of an ade-
quate status report is an indication of application. Therefore, Chapter VII briefly summarize6, with the
aid of an extensive bibliography, the types of pilot/vehicle analysis problems which have been addressed.

The critique portion of the report follows in Chapter VIII. This takes the form of a listing of
deficiencies in the existing models which thereby define shortcomings and problem areas. Some attempt is
made to make this critique constructive by noting, where tvailable, analyti, or other approaches which
might be adopted to alleviate the shortcomings.

B. HISTOICAL BACKGROUND

Piloted aircraft hove always required a satisfactory match of the air~raft characteristics and the
controller properties of the human pilot. This was explicitly recognized in the December 23 , 190, Signal
Corps Specification, No. 486, for a heavier-than-air flyir.g machine, as " ... .it must be steered in all
directions without difficulty and at all times under perfect control and equilibrium." (Ref. I). But,
need for good man-machine integration was thoroughly appreciated even earlier by the Wright Brothers. for
instance, in a talk before the Western Society of Engineers in 1901, two years before their first powered
flight, Wilbur Wright said (Ref. 2):
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"Men already know how to construct wings or aeroplanes, which when driven through the
air at sufficient speed, will not only sustain the weight of the wings themselves, but
also that of the engine, and of the engineer as well. Men also know how to build
engines and screws of sufficient lightness and power to drive these planes at sustain-
ing speed .... Inability to balance and steer itill confronts students of the flying
problem .... When this one feature has been worked out, the age of flying v achines will
have arrived, for all other diff,.culties a-e of minor importance."

Although essential for supcess, an agreeable marriage between the dynamic properties of" the inanimate
aircraft and the animate pilot is niot spontareoxslv achieved in the design process. Indeed, the provision
of proper aircraft flying qualities has often posect serious problems which the designer must solve. Until
fairly recently these solutions relied krery heavily on intuitive cut-and-try procedures. Over the yeers
this ad hoc empirical approach fostered may of the adventures and uncertainties of flight testing!

The desire to handle aircraft stability and control problems in a more analy cal fashion was recognized
long ago. As an illustration, before World War II Koppen stated (Ref. 7):

"Since the controlled motion of an airplane is a combination of airplane and pilot
chtracteristips, it is neessary to know something about both airplane and pilot
characteristics before a satisfactory .oi of airplane design can be done."

But the centre.i ifficulty in understanding controlled motion was recognized earlier still. For example,
W. Crowley and Sylvia SI-in remarked in a 1970 Aeronauti-al Research Committee report (Ref. 4,):

"A mathematical investigation of the controlled mtion is rendered almost impossible
ol occount of the adaptability of the pilot. Thus if it is found that iha pilot
operates the controls of a certain r'achine accorling to certain Ia. , and so obtainz
the ce. t perfor.ance, it cannot be assumed that the same pilot would apply the same
laws to another acnine. He would subconsoiously, if not intentionally, change his
methods to suit the new conditions, and the various laws possible to a pilot are too
n, .erous for a general analy;sis."

^ctually, matters are even wo:.se than Cro,:ley and Skon recogni-ed; for while much of the pilot's dynamic
behavior is ezovemcd by the aircraft dynastics, many additional factors also affect his properties.

?sychologists too pointed to variability as the hallmark o' human behavior, and organized much of the
theory useful in exrerimental psychology so as to cope with intersubject aad intrasubject differences.

Bit, the biggest problem cnafronting anyone who wished to study the controi-'d motion of aircraft -

.hat ,e would today saLl pflot 'vehicle analysis - uas not the human's adaptabiit, and variability but
the -Absence of an underlying laantitative theory on which to erect a structured approach to the manual con-
trs! f aircraft. Whal as needed ,.as a theory for feediback control systems, and this became available
in a -- fficienty ature state in the early 19LOs. Witn feedback control theory available as a paradigm,
on., a need had to be at hand for attempts to be made to overcome the a priori pessimism. And at the
te-in.:ing of the Cs there .,as no eni to the need.O Thus, necessity *,a, the mother of human dynamics
ra-<ear, h. Compley ,;eapons ,ere evolving .:hich could only fu oction in concert ith human operators, so ai
urrent requirement for encineering data aros-.

The pioneer in hlman operator dyntmic easurements *,as Arnold Tstin, the electricak engineer, in
Enland Juring World War I. Tustin extended the required feedback control theory fra,..e -orK oy introducing
the oncept of "de,.-ribing function" and "remnant" measures and quasi-linear syste,- in "eneral (Ref. I t.
He then applied the -on,:epts to actual human operaton7. In re. orting on nis -t, de- of -,anu°1l control of
a ooer-driven gun +Refs. , and " ):

"The ot, c-'t of the series of te-ts -as to investirat? the natare of the layer's
response in a number of particular ,ase- and to ate-,pt In find the la.;r of rel"-
tionrhips of rrovent to error. In partiulaur, it t,, hoped that this relatin-
,hip might be found (;ithin the range cf practi-al re]- .ive, ents) to be approximately
linear -nd so memonit the ,'.ell developed theory of '" !,ear -ervomechanizms' to be
sc,ivd ti anual contro, in tne same ;ay a- !t 1 tj . -ei t. , autcnatic follo.:ing."

Alh i1irinf, the 3-.ond World War and responding to the _a-,m urgent needs but ating independently of
, , A. .- ,c:yk ara R, 3. Phillips at the MIT Radiation lab<ratory ($Rf. : and H. F. "eis- (Refs. ,

,and 1O) al Aberdeen froviN4; Ground preumel iuasi-linn-' operation in a series of stidle: on aided traccing
of -ans.

;fter the war t,.eze seminal oforts, and the nope for a mrore rational arproach to the deaign of airrasft,
L ? Leo Chattler ,if the US Bureau of Aeronautics and Charles Wetbrock of the US t4ir Force Aircraft 1,tora-
ter,% t, zponsor o:e t;all-:cale -ontract reqearoh efforts aimed a, detarminin,,g the dynamic -haracteri ti c
of irenan pilotc. lor the ali, t Goodyear Aircraft group of R, Meade, I.- Dianantides, and A. Cacioppa,
healel oy R. "ayn-, deeloped exwc.llent analog capiter representations for pilets for two specif'c tas>-
variable situations lRef . 11-1 ,). The Air-Force-sponsored activity at ranvIin Institute (Ref. I ),
Frin~eton University (Refl. 1.-11), and Control Slecialista, Inc. (Refc. 1, and 9 chose to exploit cros-
,orrelation and cros:-spectral techniques to establish hizan pilot dynaai',s. Parallel university research
,%s inderway %t M1IT oith a remarkable Master's thesi- by Lindsey Russell (Ref. -O) and an extensive and
useful doctoral di.-_ertatinn by Jerome Elkind (Ref. '0.

The end of the pioneering era in experimentation ,,an be -'onveniently put ith the publication of
"Dynamic Response of Human Operators" (ef. 19) in Otcber, 1 ', and its xournal surmary in Ref. '". This
volume codified and 'orrelated the available himan respon.e data, developed predictive models compatible
with these data, and prescribed preferred forms for he operator ;hich permitted speification o1 "ideal"
chara,-teristics for the -ontroiled element compatible ith tht man in the manual control system.



Since 19 7 an enormous number of measurements have been made for single-loop, i.e., single-input/
single-output manual control systems of all kinds. Using acre and more refined measurement and data reduc-
tion techniques, many organizations and individuals have contributed in the U S. and abroad. Many of these
will be mentioned later when we attempt to define where we stand today. In terms of the historical record,
it is probably fair to say that now much more is known about the input-output characteristics of some kinds
of single-loop systems than remains to be learned. The single-loop experience also provided a firm founda-
tion for subsequent extensions.

Going from single-loop to multiloop situations is an enormous step - so large, in fact, that it is
still in progress. The first attempts were multi-modality experiments in which a number of fundamental
dynamic response measurements were made in aircraft and moving-base simulators to determine the effects of
linear and rotary motion cues on the pilot's dynamics. Ordinarily, these studies compared fixeu- versus
moving-base situations on the basis of effective visual input pilot describing functions. In two or three
instances it has been possible to separate uniquely the motion and visual transfer characteristics by using
independent forcing functions. As will be seen later, all this amounts to an excellent start, although
much of imnortance is on the docket for the future.

As one might expect from this brief historical account, three decades of Joint engineering and experi-
mental psychological attempts to characterize mat'hematically the dynamic characteristics of human pilots
has resulted in an enormous collection " f literat-.te. Because most of the work, in che United States at
least, has been sponsored by the Government, notably the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory, the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, and the Naval Air Systems Command, or has been the result of univer-
sity research activities, the complete documentation is predominantly in Government reports and university
theses. Stemming from this enormous base, like the visible tip of an iceberg, is a journal literature
whi-h is also extensive. Much of the original work is reflected in the IEEE Transactions (Human Factors in
Electronics; I.an- achine Systems; Systems, Man, and Cybernetics), the AIA Journal of Aircraft, the Journal
of the Huan "actors Sno'iet, ani Erg-nomi:s. Partirularly complete documentation in recent years has come
abut from the "Annual I.Lnual," .officially the Annual Conference on ianual Control, sponsored by NASA and
the UShF (Refs. Vf= ). These international annual meetings present summaries of the latest word in manual
control technology as well as a useful, but incomplete, cross section of applications. Extensive biblio-
graphieo are giver in Refs. '9-7I. This literature reflects the application of almost every conceivable
control theory approach to moleling the human operator, as well as the application C. appropriate models
to the control of almost any imaginable vehicle.

As befit- the "apid evolutioa of mathematical models for the human operator through the past three
decades, a series of summary surveys have app'ared aperiodically (Refs. 19, 52-38). Thus, not only the
dynamic characteristic: and models -f the human operator but some synthesis, as depicted in summary surveys,
are well represented in a readily available literature.

C. MODELING PILOTED SYSTEMS

Fngineerirw codels, as we use the terms, comprise analytic and verbal descriptions of the phenomenon
of interest -o expressed that the key variables are explicit; the ranges and rules of application aro well
definel; and all -f the relevant constructs described in operational terms compatible with such other
models as may be pertinent. Mhen this has been done such models are (and to be at all convincing must
be) capable -f being validated, ", gented, or disproved by researchers other than the originators. These
- odcls -.re mizl more than convenient and efficient summaries of data; they are predictive tools for
rational systo!ms synthesis. In fact, the most compelling justification of any model is its capacity to
,ub-.,%me past exper, ental results and to predict the outcome of future experiments especially contrived to
exercis- the ,o .i bey-nd its oriiinal scope. Once these engineering models have been validated, they
serve reveral roo-e. cv instance, they:

I. Frovilc "laws" ; ,hich can be used t,. estimate or predict pilot dynamic behavior.

Charaiterice past observations with simple analytical forms, thereby achieving
econo',ies in description of experimental data.

. antittivclycribc th ,-onnecti)nz b twen wvdel parameters and situation
-ariablez ,.hlch a'ffect the pilot.

E'tiblish the basis for A rationale ,'hich 'an be used to better "understand" the
;a:.', in which the pilot behavez as a control system component.

':cce the .irpoce of egineering %,odels is application, a host of variables which appear to be
int':r-zting intuitively :an easily tutr, ut to c,e irrelevant to the paeticuiar applicatton and, thereby,
t te,,o -dl. .&ci.ever, ,hether they te relevant or irrelevant is not an intuitive judgment. The decision
I c 'ro' a careful, alroct tedious, statement of potentially relevant variables and the establishment

of their infPi-n.', -itv, r e piricolly or theoretical2y, so that these can be made analytically and/or
verbally exlicit in the :rodel.

We have denotel the relevant variables as key variables and have divided them into four categories:
ta-,', en',,ironmental, pilot- entered, and procedural. They will be described in detail further along, but
the point for no-,. is the need to recognize and take into explicit account the principal factors which
underlie hir an operator variability - thus educing to a minimum the inevitable component of variability
,,high reirvins unascigned. The engineering model then becomes more generalizable in that its parameters
are afeected in an empirically discoverable way by the identified key variables. Further, our understand-
inj of vaguely lefined , ey variable elements, e.g., "motivation" or "fatigue" as typical pilot- -entered
-ariwblif, is f rther enhanced by associatiln, iuantitatie changes in measurable pilot parameters with
'lviAnes introdu,ed in theese variables. In summary, an effective model of human dynamic operation must
recogni e that inter- and intra-s b.ject variabill'y e/ists and that much of this variability can be
assigned as the effects of key variables on the model's parameters.



D, PILOT DMOI P VIOR IN CONROL TM

A pilot's actions are mary and their range is broad. We are Anterested in those actions which exert
control on the aircraft, and we will outline the model structure ioplications of these activities. Subse-
qently, we will indicate the variety of factors which can influence the resulting performance; for by
limiting the conceptual context and defining these factors it becomes possible to convert an unanageably
complicated general peoblem to a manageably complicated set of specific problems.

The conceptual context derives from the following three fundamental concepts which constitute the
essential substance of pilot-in-the-loop systems analysis:

" The establishment of appropriate control loops among the display, pilot, and vehicle
system elements.

* The optimization of the loop properties by suitable pilot adaptation.

" The penalties for this adaptive control.

The initial concept is that to accomplish guidance and control functions (as in flying approaches, inter-
cepts, formation, regulatirg against atmosphere disturbances, etc.) the human lilot est, lishes a variety
of closed loops aeound the airplane which, by itself, could not accomplish such tasks. The greatest amount
of information and experience exists for the single-loop case for which the pilot is applying his full
attention to one control task. Because many piloting problems involve one axis dominantly, and because a
wile variety of displays, configurations, vehicle dynamics, and manual control mechanisms can be reduced
to i single-loop block diagram, concentration on this simplified structure has been highly productive.
When multiple inputs and irreduziole multiple loops exist, more complicated analysis cannot be avoided. It
is often the case that the input data upon which the pilot depends and the loops he elects to close are not
immeliately obviuz and must be deduced from his measured dynamiks and performance. After recognizing such
data sources and loops it is possible for the system engineer to enhance their utility for the pilot by
appropriate lesign refinements. In this fashion the peculiarly human contrioutions to the system may be
strengthened and the pilot will be treated with more design "respect."

The second major ccncept i that to be satisfactory these various closed-loop systems have to behave
a tal fuLul ol, althos.h aniifite and inaniL.ate ;omponents are interacting, the overall system must

share certain of the lualitative features of all "good" close4-loop control systems (stability, accuracy,
simplicity, etc.). As the ad.ptive means to accomplish this end, the pilot must make up Cor ai,, dynamic
deficiencie, of the effective controlled element a a whole by appropriate adjustments of his own dynamic
properties. The vie.: of the pilot is that of an active, sophisticated, and knowledgeable system component,
not an afterthought ;hich, in some juasi-mechanistiz manner, must fit into the control system. The pilot
expresses his operational judgments on criteria for system perfrmance and on satisfactory system stabili-
,ation by his actions. In every sense he is in control and serves to enrich the system's task capability
repertory.

The third major concept states that there is a cost to the pilot for this adjustment: in workload-
indu:ed stress; in concentration of his faculties; and in a reduced potential for coping with the unexpected.
The neasures of the cost to the pilot are pilot com..entary and pilot rating, possible task-associated changes
in the pilot's dynamics, and other workload-sensitive physical and psychophysiological measures suc. as
heart rate. The cost to the system is expressible ii terms of diminished operational reliability and effec-
tiveness. Since these costs an be high indeed, elorts to predict their onset and magnitude by measures
based on the pilot's behavior are of great potential benefit.

L.. .



CHAPTER II

ELMENTARY CONCEFTS FOR THE QUAN1TTATIVE DESCRIPION OF
HUMAN OPERATOR DYNAMICS IN CONTROL SYSTEMS

When a human is successfully engaged as an active element in a feedback control system the combined
behavior of man and machine is such as to satisfy overall man/machine system purposes. Machines and their
manipulative controls differ; the external environment and surround from which the operator derives sensory
input may be highly diverse; and control purposes may bear little resemblance to one another. Yet the human
controller counters all this diversity by modifying his characteristics appropriately to match the many
poseible control situations. The fact of these adjustments and adaptation is characteristic of the human;
the consequence is a bewildering range of behavior which makes quantitative description of the human opera.
tor enormously complex when viet .ed in the large. Because the entirety is incomprehensible, in -der to
gain quantitative understanding it is necessary to partition the whole into parts. If we are lucky, these
parts can be selected so as to have behavioral properties which efficiently capture the do.iinant effects
and are susceptible to simple quantitative description. In this way, there is some hope of obtaining an
ensemble of reasonably simple quantitative behavioral models, each of which has adequate generality in its
rectricted sphere. Then, when efic.ient models, each suitable for one of severn.l related facets, are
available, further inductive generalization may be feasible. This is the approach we will pursue here.

The situations which are most susceptible to quantitative description involve control of inanimate
elements which have constant characteristics, and an operator who has learned by extensive practice to con-
trnl the system effectively with little fluctuation in the man/machine system performance measures. When
the stimuli impacting on the system are random or random-appearing time-stationary processes, the skilled
operator will ultimately adjust so that his control actions (as time signals) have similar random and time-
stationary properties, at least over all but a very short or very long period. The simple t manual control
system, ig. 1, which fits these characteristics is the so-called single-loop compensatory system with

visual stimulus, which is the paradigm
for many much more complicated appear-
ing configurations. The system forcing

Movg Line function, i(t), is a random or random-// J' or Point appearing time function which has ata-

- ------- [tionary or quasi-stationary properties.
Error The compensatory display presents the
e(t) operator with a visual stimulus w:hich-- " , "....shows only the difference between the

Stationary Reference system forcing function and the system
Line or Point output. Typically, the operator's task

is to minimize this presented error
COMPENSATORY DISPLAY signal, e(t), by trying to keep it

superimposed on a stationary point or
line on the display. This is accom-

System Operator Operator System plished by manipulative control action,
Forcing trror Visual Output Output c(t), which affects the controlled ele-Function, e(t)I . . Stlmulus I H,,m-nn_ I cU) Controlled | m(:]T

merit and gives rise to the system out-S]Eput, m(t), being controlled. The usual
purpose or a system of this nature is
to make the system output closely
resemble the ; ystem forcing function
or, in other word3, to make the output
follow the input. The quality of this
following is indicated by the system
error which is directly proportional

Figure 1. Display and Functional Block Diagram of to the operator's visual stimulus.
Simple Compensatory Manual Control System

In order to obtain some p tysical
appreciation for human operator behavior
in such systems, we shcll coisider a

fe: simple cases. Several kinds of human operator dynamic behavior can be evoked by .hmnging the controlled
element dynamics while retaining a common control puwpose, i.e., minimization of the error for all the con-
trol systems stidied. For each control situation, a simplified characterization of the human -derator will
be determined. Then the human operator models for the several specialized control situation, will be con-
sider-ed as re; esentative elements of all single-loop compensatury manaal control systems si.bjected to a
stationary ranuom-appearing forcing function in an attempt to generalize. The generalization achieved will
be a simplified overall model of manual control system dynamics which connects human operator and controlled
element dynamic forms by a simple equation. This equation also reveals how the operator's dynamics are

" affected by controlled element form.

The simple mathematical models for manual control system dynamics developed on this ad hoc basis define
a particular form of feedback control system. The ma.hematical laws for this type of system will then beexercised to illustrate their use in analysis and prediction.

A. APPROXIMATE DESCRIPTION OF HUMAN OPERATOR DYNAMICS
FOR EL R COMPENSATORY SYSTE4S

In this section we shall consider several pieces of experimental dath taken with a single highly trained
operator for a variety of controlled element dynamics composed of combinations listed &nd described in
Table ). To make matters as physical and specific as possible, the experimental data and discussion will
emphasize time histories and time domain operations. Nonetheless, the controlled element properties given

1in Taole indicate both time and frequency domain characteristics and illustrate how the element's defining
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TABLE I. ELEMENTARY CONTROLLED ELEMENT DYNAMICS

CONTROLLED ELEMENT DYNAMICS TIME DOMAIN CHARACTERISTICS ROOT PLOT FOMAIN CHARACTERISTICS

TYPE EOUATION OF MOTION TRANSFER WEIGHTING FUNCTION INDICIAL RESPONSE 201o9 IKdFUNCTION
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The first thing to notice about the typical time histories is that the system output, m, follows the
system forcing function, i, very closely. Only a slight time lag keeps the output from being a nearly
identical duplicate of the forcing function. The atual difference between these two quantities is shown

by the error, which is quite small and fluctuates about zero in a random-like fashion. It is in response
to this stimulus that the operator develops his output, c. Here w, find a remarkable thing. The operator
output tends to look very much like a scaled and delayed version of the error. In fact, if we simply
advance the output trace by a time, T2 = 0.14. sec, the two signals appear to be directly proportional, with

a proportionality constant, Kp2 , except for a few tiny "random wiggles" here and there on the output. If
we now grace this observation with a quantitative description, we can write that the operator output is
approximately related to the system error or operator stimulus by:

c(t + ') KP2e(t) (1)

or:

c(t) Kpe(t - rp) (&)

If the relationship is considered exact rather than approximate, a transfer function equivalent can be
derived by Laplace transforming to obtain:

yHp(s) = KPe (3)

These eluations all Indicate that qantitatively the operator behaves as a proportional Controller (pure
gain) with pure time delay.

Although it is easv to imagine from Fig. ^ that the delayed proportional rrlationship between stimulus
(cause) and response (effect) obtains, the operator's output is not precisely given by the operation of the
transfer function on the stimulis. Instead, there is a sli6ht difference betdeen the delayed and amplified
error signal and the actual output. This is a kind of residual, or "remnant," and appears to have a random
flztaatint nature akin to a random noise. Since it is generated by the operator, we can consider, for the
moment at least, that the remnant is operator-induced noise. Then, the above equations in the dime domain
can be rewritten with the remnant added and the approximate equal3ty removed.

Besides the major system signals, i(t), e(t), c(t), and m(t), two other time histories appear in Fig. 2.
These are the differential EMG, obtained by differencing muscle action potentials frcm the major agonist
and antagonist muscles involved; and the average D, found by smming the two muscle action potentials
(Fig. '). The AErO time trace thus represents the operator's neuromuscular system force output which tends
to move the manipulator, while the EMG indicates the average tension or tension operating point within the

Agonist Signol Conditioning Electronics
Elec trodes

ecscotr-OdeO,,,e..,,o F- Zl-? ' 4. '  --

Amplfier Rectif ication (0*a,317 Cotl

Feaferonce

Average A e Tffecnve
Ttension i ndnon it mMuscle

_71 + Actuohon

AntaonoistSga
ClectrodesI o-- - o,,e~e,,o,~ j  P , wo- Second-od,r Gain-oo, "

later. .3 Cnto

Figue t e . Muscle Action Potential (4h) Processing to Obtain
Effective Muscle Actuation Signal and Aderage Tension

acator rystem. In Fig. thepdEM is similar in general trend to the operator's output, with a fairly
large nearly-periodic wiggle of about 10-11Hz 0uperimposed. This oscillatory component is a high-frequency
mode in the neuromuscular system. The ZM is fairly constant but not zero, indicating that sone steady-
state tension is present anddt t the agonist and antagonist muscle groups are oaded against each other
even when no net force output is acting on the manipulator. The neuromuscular system will be discussed
later.

If the controlled element free s is moved slightly into the right half plane, a first-order divergence
is obtained (fourth typ0e in Table 1). This situation is unstable and requires constant attention to main-
tain control, although for moderate values of divergence rate the control required is similar to that for
Ye = Kc/s' A typical example is shown in Fig. 14, where Ye Ke/(s- 2). A careful comparison of expanded-
scale original records reproduced in redaced form as Figs. 2and 4 revealed that the operator output is
approximately proportional to the system errors for both, but that the delay is much less for the diver-
gent condition, i.e., T, 0.07 sec as opposed to T l = 0.11, scc. There is also some higher-frequency cin-
tent to the system output trace, indicating that the system output response reflects the presence of a
closed-loop ,Zstem mode in addition to the system response to the forcing function.
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Figure L. Man/Machine System Response Time Output
Histories; Yc = Kc/(s-2) c

Let us turn now to typical data for a proportional
controlled element, Kc . These are shown in Fig. 5.
(These data ere for a different subject than all the Figure 5. Man/Machine System Response
rest, a relatively untrained non-pilot.) The system Time Histories, Ye Fe
output follows the forcing function in this case very
well, but then compared with the Yc = Kc/s data the
high-frequency fluctuation is more apparent. This is
because the operator-induced noise is passed directly
through the controlled element without any filtering
due to the controlled element dynamics. This is also
evident from the direct correspondence between the
operator's output, c(t), and the system output, m(t).

Because the operator does so well in this kind of System K - 1
system, the error is very small. Consequently, the ForcingFunction - -- : -
e(t) trace shown has been amplified to show its nature | rto ::
on a larger sI. ]e. If we now examine the relation-
ship between stimulus, e(t), and response, c(b), we I is " . .. }
find that unli.e the rate case. there is little appa- System , "System . -
rent resemblance. So, the human operator is clearly Output -. - - ---- / -. --
not acting as a proportional controller operating on rn
the error. If, however, the integral of the eror is
2ompared with the operator output, we see a great ...." .
similarity. Again, tie output trace has more higher- System .

Errorfrequency "wiggles," but the main trend is a near (Operator
duplicate to the integral of the error, delayed by Stimulusl

=I O.= 8 sec. Thus, we can again consider a cause- e .
effect proportional relationship, but this time " :1,-
between the integral of te stimulus and the respone. Integral
In eqainform: Df Operator

equationOutput

c(t + T) - Kpl f e(t) dt

Operator

Output I Y Vfw vvvw tr~
The equivalent transfer function is: C

-T 1Differential
= K " = 1 (6) A EMO I

Average

This implies that the operator acts as an integration EMG
or smoothing filter on the stimulus, which is quite S ..MG
different indeed from the proportional action exhi-
bited in the two previous situations.

For the fourth exaxile, the controlled element
dynamics are Yc = Kc/s . For this case, as shown in Figure 6. Man/Machine System Response Time
Fig. 6, the system output follows the system forcing Histories; Ye = Kc/S2
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function well enough, in general trend, although with some displacettent to the right indicating 
time delay.

But here the point-to-point correspondence is nowhere near as good at for the above examples. Instead,

there seems to be an almost periodici function in the system output, m(s), or e(t) and c(t) for 
that matter,

which is not present in the input, as if the closed-loop system possersed an under-damped, 
relatively high-

frequency nlode of its own. Except for this, and the Yc = Kc/(s-2) examples, the output has been 
a faith-

ful enough representative of the input to suspect that operator-indu,.ed 
noise rather than any closed-loop

system dyvnamics was affecting the match.

Comparison of the error and output reveals little connection between the 
two except a general oscilla-

tory quality. On the other hand, if the integral. of the operator's output is compared with the error,

these time traces are similar. A roughly proportional relationship appears to exist when the error is

delayed by T = 0.43 see and then compared with the integral of the operator's output. So, again, we can

demonstrate a roughly proportional relationship between stimulus and some 
function of the response, i.e.:

fc(t) dt " Kp3e(t - 3 ) (7)

A.i a transfer function, this will be:

C(s3s
Y 3  = Kp3 se (8)

Thus, the operator behaves as if generating a first-order lead (with a break 
at a very low frequency) oD

the stimulus or, alternatively, as if operating as a proportional control on stimulus 
velocity.

An intermediate example between the rate (Kc/s) Lnd acceleration (Kc/s
2 ) controlleO elements is the

second-order system:

Y Kc

c= s(Ts + 1)(8

Time history examples for this controlled element form with T = li/ qec 
are given in Fig. 7. The system

output follows the forcing function quite well, with the higher input frequencies 
being somewhat accentuated

in the output. The operator output does not correspond at all well with the system error 
as it would if

the controllel element were just a rate control; and, in fact, the intuZral of the output (not shown) also

does not show the type of correspondence

expected for the acceleration control, For

this intermediate controlled element, the
operator output lagged by:

Sytem 
(s + I/T)

-  = (s + 3)
-

Forcing ... .the error signal delayed

Funchlon . . by about 0.16 sec. The operator character-

istics as a transfer function would then be:

System . 9
output - C(s) 3) -

m .. Y 3, Kp,(s+3E (10

System
Error This result implies that the operator develops

(Operator V" a lead which is approximately equal to the

Stmulus) first-order lag component of the controlled

S ."element dynamics.
...................

As the sixth and last of the examples, a

C . more complex set of controlled element dyna-

(s+3) V VJV mics will be considered, i.e.:

.~...................... .,... K

Operator "c = (S + c.)(S - (11)
Output 

-c )(

C

-.... ' -This is a combination of the first-order lag
Dand first-order divergence elementary con-

EM , - trolled element dynamics shown in Table I.

A EMG The unstable root, X, creates an output motion
which is always tending to diverge, so the

system requires continuous control efforts by

Average the operator. This need for continuous opera-

EMG tor attention is not present for Yc = Kc,

ZEMG where the operator's action was motivated

primarily by a desire to have output match

input. Any lack of operator action in the

Ye = Kc situation will not incur the penalty

Figure 7. Man/Machine System Response Time of a system output divergence. On the other

Histories; Ye = Kc/[s(s/3 + I) hand, to the extent that the operator
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motivation in both systems is error minimization, then his actions will tend to be similar in kind, if not
in detail. The actual signals in the contro2 system for this controlled element are depicted in Fig. 8
for a = 3 and = 1 .5. Again, the output follows the Input rather well, with the inevitable delay, but the
operator output is not in any recognizable way a proportional function of the stimulus. Yet, if the con-
troller's output signal is passed through a first-order lag with time constant, T = 1/3 sec, the result
appears to be approximately proportional to the error signal delayed by T4 = 0.20 sec. Again, a propor-
tional relationship is reasonable, and the appropriate approximate equations describing the human operator's
action are given by the transfer function:

Yph Kp1 ;; +3)e(12)

The result is very similar to that obtained in Eq. 10 for the second-order controlled element with the
free s-1•

As a final point in this section, we should emphasize that the simplified examples discussed are by no
means academiz. They are all approximately representative of various flight control circumstances. Some
are also applicable to other vehiculer control situations, such as automobile driving. Table 2 presents
the exemplary controlled element forms considered above oith a listing of control situations which these
forms idealize.

The several examples described above make plausible the first concept tnat some linear function of the
operator's output can be related approximately to another linear function of the operator's stimulus. The
second concept introduced is that these relationships are different from system to system; that in fact
they depend explicitly on the controlled element dynmics. Tne third concept illustrated is that the
actual relationship between stimulus and response contains a random component, i.t least when the operator's
output is considered to be predominately linearly connected with the input. These Kinds of data form an
empirical basis f r the description of0 human operators as quasi-linear systems comprising describing func-
tion and remnant components to characterize human behavior. This will be formally pursued in the next
chapter. The examples taeen in concert can be explored more fully in an attempt to develop some approx-
mate laws of huwnfn behavior. This will be done below.

B. AN APPROXIMATE CROSSOVER YJDEL FOR
VHMAN DYNAMIC OPERATIONS IN 8fLLE-
XOOP COMENSATORY SYSTEM

The human operator transfer functions

System developed for the controlled element set
Forcing - investigated above are compiled in Table 3.
Function As indicated there, the human's transfer

function is different for each controlled
element, but the open-loop system function,

i.e., YY, is essentiallf the same in form
System i,.,/ysutput . -for 'our of the six cases. In fact, in fre-

Output qiency response terms, all the cases fallm into the same category for values of fre-
S.... .... quency greater than X.

System
Error Although the form is common, the compo-

Operator . nents are quite different. As will be seen
Stimulus) in subsequent chapters, the "crossover

e frequency," ac, which always contains the
operator gain, Kp, as a factor, is different
for each of the controlled elements consid-

C J J - ered. We have not thus far applied the
appropriate analytical tools to determine
K from the data presented, so the ramifica-
tons of this point will await more complete

Operotor development subsequently. For the examples

o ",put . we have described above, the effective time
c delay has been approximately determined from

the time traces by superimposing the two
nearly proportional time history quantities

and shifting them about until a maximum
EMG tial degree of overlay occurs. This is, of

A EMG course, an eyeball rather than mathemati-
cally based determination. Nonetheless, the
effective time delays determined show an

Average interesting ordering across the five con-
EMG trolled elements for which we have data for

2. EMG . . the same subject. Proportional control
action, which is exhibited when the con-
trolled element transfer function itself is
an integrator, can be taken, temporarily,
as a baseline. When the operator has to

Figure 8. Man/Machine System Response Time generate low-frequency lead, a larger delay
Histories; Ye = Kc/[(s +3)(s-1.5)] is incurred. Even when only moderate amounts
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TABLE 2

EXAMPLE APPLICATIONS OF IDEALIZED COiOROLLED ELEMENT FORMS

CONTROLLED ELEMENTCN PL AEROSPACE CONTROL AUTOMOBILE CONTROL

Attitude (pitch or roll) control with
Kc  an attitude command, attitude hold Speed control

corinand augmentation system (CAS)

Kc Attitude (pitch or roll) control with Heading control at low to
sT a rate command CAS or with a damper moderate speedss stability augmentation system (SAS)

F, Roll attitude control of conventionalaircraft with roll subsidence time
s(Ts + 1) constant, T

Attitude (pitch or roll) control of a Longitudinal position con-
spacecraft with damper off trol

Kc Limiting case of roll attitude control Lateral path control with
S2 of conventional aircraft as roll only positional cues

subsidence time constant becomes (e.g., local lane markers)
very large and little preview

Kc Heading control, with rudder, of con-

s - X ventional aircraft spiral mode

Kc Pitch attitude control of unstable Heading control of oversteer-
(s + )(s - ) short period ing car above critical speed

TABLE 3

SU4AY OF HUAI OPERATOR APPROXIMATE CHARACTERISTICS

CONTROLLED ELEMENT APPROX324ATE OPEN-LOOP TRANSFER FUNCTION
TRANSFER FUNCTION HUMAN OPERATOR FORM EFFECTIVE TIME DELAY

TRANSFER FUNCTION
re (sea)

Yc Yp YpYc For the Example Pilot Subject

Kc S (Ae
e- res

Kc .- 2s acee s

5 Kpe s O. 1

- --- i6IKcKp(s + a )e r s"'ce -%ez" .1

s(s + Q) s

Kc TAce

-- sp OT~ .eTe:,30

(sq (s-x)00

Kpwt + m\ 0ce-2e(s + M)(s - X) .,,S+ ae - s  (s-
(s-~)0.S0

I *;) «<a



of operator lead are present, as in the Yc Kc/s(s + a) and Yc Kc/(s + m)(s - X) cases, the delay is
greater than with proportional control. Qolitatively, at least, it thus appears that low-frequency lead
equalization of the system which is accomplished by the operator incurs a cost which can be measured in
terms of effective time delay introduced. In the other direction, the introduction of a mild divergence
in the controlled element resulted in a smaller delay for the operator.

In subsequent chapters, more elabort te mathematical and analysis procedures will be applied to many
more complex situations. As a consequence, the operator's dynamic behavior will be quantified in much
greater depth and detail than that presented above. Yet, when all is said and done, a conon thread
through almost all situations which we shall c rnsider, and the only thread which has any pretensions to
general applicability, is the form expcsed in Table 3 above. This is the "crossovtr model," which relates
the operator and controlled element transfer c racteristics by the equation:

ypl(ja)Yc( Jw) ; weJ (13)

The reason "f r the "crossover" appellation is connected with the model's frequency range of validity,
whi,-h -.as irtroduced above in connection with the divergent controlled elements, and which will be elabo-
rated on extansively throughout the report.

C. MATMATICS OF THE CROSSOVER MODEL - INTRODUCTION
TO .VMACHME SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND PEDICTION OF
HUMN OPEATIONS IN COFMENSATORY SYSTM

One ' the results of the first two sections in this chapter is the crossover taodel as an approximate
quantitative lescription of man/machine system dynamics for single-loop compensatory systems. The model
doei not distirgish explicitly between controlled element and operator characteristics, although it is
plain from what has been presented that the two parameters, xc and Te, depend on controlled element dyna-
mics. It will later turn out that these quantities are dependent also on other control system tasK vari-
abl~s and on experimental situation variables which have an impact on the operator. Discussion of these
possible dependencies will be deferred while the system dynaml-s and performance for the crossover model
as a contrl system is derived and discussed. To accomplish this, c nventional methods of feedback systems
analysis will be used.

The purpose of this exercise is twofold. First, it serves a tutorial function in presenting, by way
of an elementax7 example, some sitple methods which are useful in the analytical treatment of manual con-
trol systems. Second, all of the deneralized data on the dynamics and performance of the crossover model
developed zan be used to make estimates or interpretations of manual control system properties by specializ-
ing the results with par.. ular assibanients of t and " . The answers obtained will be valid for those many
circumstances in which the human controller behaves in a fashion similar to that deplcted by the crossover
model,*

When the loop is closed about the open-loop crossover model, as depicted by the Fig. 9a block diagram,
the result is the system dynamics summarized in the system survey of Fig. 9b and c. The survey shows a
nz-Lber of related plots. The most familiar are probably the G(jw,) Bode plot (or open-loop aw Bode) and
the conventional root locus. As shown in Fig. 9c, the Jw Bode diagram gives the open-loop amplitude ratio
and phase in dB and degrees, respectively, versus the normalized frequency, TW, on a logarithmic scale.
The amplitude ratio plot is a straight line with a slope of -20 dB/decade. The phase lag, while increas-
ing at an ever-increasing rate in these coordinates, is linear with frequency. This diagram represents
the open-loop frequency response characteristics, and can be manipulated (e.g., using a Nichols chart,
Ref. 9) and interpreted to determine the closed-loop frequency response properties. The conventional root
lorus shown in Fig. 9b indicates the closed-loop roots of the system. Each closed-loop root corresponds
to a different open-loop gain, which is the basic parameter along the loci. Damping ratio is directly
indicated for a particular root vector by its angle made with the negative real axis; this angle is cos-' .

On rig. 9b these * values ar6 callud uuL rather thau the gains as parameters along tne complex locus.

The root locus and jw Bode are directly correlated at that value of gain for which the sysi.em is
neutrally stable. At this point, the phase angle on the Bode plot is -180 deg, and the normalized gain,
TGac, is n/2. The reference 0 dB line shown in Fig. 9c is constructed for this gain value as it corre-
sponds to neutral stibility. The underdamped quadratic locus branches (only the upper one is shown) of
the root lorus cross the jTW axis at this value of gain on their way from the left to the right half plane.

The closed-loop system dynamics relating system output and error to the forcing function are given by:

s i(s)G= s

- -1 when IG(s)I - 1 (14)

s + ,Ce
" s

In some cases the operator-induced noise or remnant is large enough to be of major consequence. TheI
answers provided by the crossover model may still be valid, but only to provide the linearly correlated 4
(with forcing functions or disturbances) zomponents of signals within the control loop. The remnant intro-

duces another source of system excitation which must be taken into account.



s)= I

when 1G(s)l > 1 (15)

5 + (Zcr' s

Perhaps the most significant property of feedback systems is that which obtains when the open-loop transfer
characteristic is much larger than 1, for then the system output L3 almost exactly equal to the system input
and the system error is very small. From examination of the G(jw) Bode plot it can be seen that this occurs
at low frequer-ies and is, of course, the reason that the system output and system forcing function were
similar in a' the examples given thus far. At high frequencies IG(jw)! << 1, so the closed-loop relation-
ship between M(jw) and I(jw) is substantially the same as the open-loop, i.e., the feedback loop is effec..
tively inoperative. For the crossover model, the frequency which divides these two regimes of near-ideal
following of the forcing function and little or no feedback action is the crossover frequency, ue. In
Fig. 9c this is the intersection of the 0 dB line established for a particular gain with the G(jw) Bode
plot. The name "crossover frequency" comes from this crossover intersection of the 0 dB line by the open-
loop frequency response characteristic. For stable operation of the system the normalized crossover fre-
quency, ac, can range from 0 to 7r/2.

When Tuc is relatively small compared to n/2, then Twc is also tantamount to the closed-loop system
"bandwidth" (the frequency at which the output amplitude is 3 dB less than the amplitude of an input sinu-
soid) For higher crossover frequencies this direct equivalence between TWc and system bandwidth aegrades
because of a peaking in the closed-loop frequency response near the crossover frequency, out even for this
kind of a system rc% is always equal to or less than the bandwidth and thus provides a lower bound.

While the conventional G(jw) Bode plot is useful in frequency domain descriptions to illustrate the
fundamental properties of feedback as it affects output/input relationships, the root locus best emphasizes
the closed-loop system roots. The root locus plot showm in Fig. 9b indicates that the root which starts at
the origin for open-loop (zero gain) conditions progresses further into the left half plane as the gain 'cc
is increased. At the point To = -1 (for which T%0 = I/e), this branch of the locus meets with the first of
an infinity of branches present because of the e-s term (the other branches are not shown). The quadratic
formed by the two branches then increases in undamped natural frequency and decreases in damping as gain
is increased until neutral stability oocurs at the gain roxc = n/2.
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The connections between the dominant closed-loop
second-order mode and open-loop parameters are (rod) (deg)
readily developed. n he damping ratio can be related 900
directly to the phase margin from the G(Jc) Bode
plots. For a particular open-loop gain, T%, the
phase margin is given by: w 70 I

~60
0 6)

400So
The relationship between closed-loop damping ratio, G 3
gc, and phase margin, q14, is shown in Fig. 10 (with R
open-loop gain as an alternate ordinate). This could 7 20-
also be expressed in terms of the gain margin,
IGMIdB , which is: I! o1-  0 , L A ,11 1 1 1 1 7

I 0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 tO 2
I d B Closed-Loop Domping Roto. g.

It is apparent from the Bode root locus (Fig. 9c) Figure 10. Phase Margin as a Function
that for the values of normalized gain, w,, which of Closed-loop Damping Ratio
result in an underdamped closed-loop system d'minant
mode, the logarithm of the closed-loop undamped
natural frequency of the quadratic modes is linearly
related to the logarithm of the crossover frequency 2.0
(or gain in dB). The actual relationship can be
shown to be: Normalized

Undamped Soe 01 I
ln s/P 1m ,t~'Naturall+In n/2 iln e/2 Frequency 1.0 - - . .. .

Tubn = (eMwe) I l (2 (euc, n e 2r L

(17) T T
(w)0"31, ".5 .4 .6 .8 1.0 E.0

Normalized Gain , rw c

Thus, the relationship between closed-loop undamped Figure 11. Closed-Loop Undamped Natural
natural frequency and open-loop gain is a straight Frequency as a Function of
line in logarithmic coordinates. This is illustrated Crossover Frequency
in Fig. 11 for the range of T% from 1 (at the ren-
dezvous point on the root locus) to n/l at neutral
stability.

The same information available on the conventional root locus is also present in the so-called Bode
root iocus. This comprises two elements: the "siggy plot" of IG(-o)Id B versus ro; and the complex branch
plotted as a dotted line versus rTsl. The direct correspondence between the two root locus plots is indi-
cated on Figs. 9b and 9P by the labeling of the branches 1, 2, and 3. On the Bode root locus, tc is a
parameter and gain is the ordinate; whereas on the conventional root locus gain is a parameter. The Bode
root locus places on one common figure both the frequency response and closed-loop pole-zero relationships.

In system lynamic operations, the system output :esponse will contain two components. The first is the
forced response, i.e., an output which derives from the system operating upon the forcing function. The
second output component is the natural modes of the system as transients excited by the forcing function.
For the crossover model these modes are an overdamped second order (i.e., two first orders) for iuc less
than 1/e, and an oscillatory second order from that gain to the stability limit, Tnc = n12. When the
system dynamics are relatively well damped and the foriing function bandwidth is low compared with the
crossover frequency, then the system output will very closely resemble the system forcing function alone.
When the closed-loop system dynamics are more oscillatory, the presence of t' natural modes will also be
seen in the system output because this component then does nor rapidly damp out and is constantly being
excited by the forcing function.

If we now view some of the example cases studied in the first section we will recall two forms of
following responses. For several of the systems the system output follows the forcing function quite pre-
cisely (except for a very-high-frequency component in the output which is not explained by the crossover
model). For some of the other systems, the output follo.ed the forcing function fairly well, but another
mode also appeared to be present. We can identify this with the basic closed-loop mode when it is oscilla-
tory in nature. Thus, for those cases which show this quality in the responses, the closed-loop damping
ratio was on the low side, corresponding to a high gain and a low phase margin.

When the forcing function is a stationary random or a harmonic process, it can be characterized by a
power spectral density, 1 i" Then the system's steady-sta'e performance in response to suzh a forcing
function will be:

e2 = f 4ee & = l Geil" (

- ~ ~ ~ ~ f f.I------- ,.



where Gei is the transfer characteristic between the forcing function and the error (Eq. 15.For a rec-
tangular power spectral density input with bandwidth oj* and variance 02 this becomes:

e2  _i 1

Wi.1 W~
2

-2aa sin ((,r f*u.

This integral is not readily evaluated analytically. However, if sin wi wr, which is on approximation
good when ujv <,: 1, then:

e2  I 1 (W i? dav

If t~he tanh-1 is expanded and carried only to the second term, the extremely simple "1/3 Law" resu~tz,Ie.

e4 (21)
a2  3w)

This gives remarkably good results for a large number of practical control systems. When more precise
answers are needed the exact results, obtained by integrating Eq. 19, shown in Fig. ;2 can be used.
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KEY VARIABLES AiD MEASURMeS

A. =f VARIABLES WHICH AFFECT THE PILOT'S BEHAVIOR

As our discussion of the origins of human dynamics theory has indicated, engineering needs provided
the impetus and engineering techniques the methods for much of the early research. The nature and char-
acteristics of this approach is exemplified qualitatively by the presentation of Chapter II. In fact, the
use there of a single subject, with the tacit assumption that single-run segmeats are representative
responses, exposes the obvious need for detailed consideration of intrasuoject and intersubject differ-
ences. Here, psychological thinking has had a major impact in calling attention to the many variables
which might feet the intra- and inter-subject variability of human dynamic performance and, by so doing,
influencing the design of experiments. A strong traditional vie.ioint in experimental psychology has
been oriented to the description of behavior in terms of discrete events rather than to the interacting
continuous description demanded by a closed-loop analysis. As a consequence, much effort in psychomotor
research in psychological laboratories was devoted to specifying stimulus and response pairs in motor
behavior under conp'1rained conditions. Response latencies and simple performance measures were favored
measurements, and tnh description and parameters of learning were co=,on objects of study. It required
th. introduction of closed-loop analysis, which even in simplified form provides a greatly enriched char-
acterization of human psychomotor properties, to enable the wealth of sophisticated behavior which the
human can generate t ) be revealed, understood, and applied to the rational design of control tasks. Two
examples are the analysis of what were previously discrete reaction time measures into components arising
from the plant dynamics, the neuromusculature, and the processing time requirements of the human controller;
and the description of the exploitation of the human ability to discern temporal patterns of signals in
improving the performance of a variety of skilled tasks.

Although human controller variabilities can be magnified or minimized depending on what measurements
are taken and where the measurement points lie, there is a need to specify appropriate ranges of reliable
application for human dynamic findings. To fill this need we begin by classifying the plethora of physical,
psychological, physiological, and experimental effects which can affect the human's relevant outputs. This
organization is illustrated in Fig. 13 where the variables - in some cases really parameters - are sub-
sumed under four categories as follows.

Task Variables

Environmental Variables, .i, Procedural Variables

Tempevilure Instructions
Vibration Order of Presentation
Accelration Experimental Design
Ambient Atmosphere Methods of Administration

Physiological Disturbances

Cul Coto hi' (ntollu

Outputst

Perator-t

Perceived Inputs System
Msin Commands Outputs, Errors Human IctosC Vhle OutPut

Strategy ,11MI* Pilot

a, Psychophysiological

Response "Set"
FatigueArousal

Figure 13. Variables Affecting the Pilot/Vehicle System

1. Task Variables

Task variaoles comprise all the system inputs and those control system elements
external to the pilot which ent.r directly and explicitly into the pilot's control
task. Stability of the closed-loop system is always a necessary, though not suffi-
cient, control strategy. Consequently, the pilot's dynamics are profoundly affected
by the display and controlled element dynamics, because his properties must be adapted
to provide the necessary loop stability. The general nature of these adaptations has
been illustrated in Chapter II. The characteristics of the other task variables,



i.e., disturbance inputs and comand inputs related to the mission and control
strategy, also exert direct influences on the pilot dynamics, although their
effects are more in the nature of adjustment and emphasis than of change in
fundamental dynamic form.

These variables constitute an enormous range of possible conditions. As a
practical convention interest is often focused on a limited number of input sig-
nals having well-defined amplitude distribution, shape, and bandwidth, on a
selection of controlled element dynamics which represent or idealize prkctical
vehicles, and on a restricted range of both functional and physical displays. The
abstraction of these task variables was accomplished by a combination of engineer-
ing insights (the variables were similar to gust disturbance, the dynamics were
similar to aircraft dynamics, etc.) with the need to make accurate measurements
jver a usel'lly broad range of frequencies (the use of subdued high-frequency
signals, the selection of appropriate run lengths, etc.).

2. Environmental Variables

The state of the environment external to the pilot is shown in Fig. 13 as the
vector c. Included as components of this vector are such factors as ambient
illumination, vibration, temperature, acceleration (to the extent that this is
superimposed on, rather than controlled by, the pilot), noise, ambient atmosphere,
etc.

3. Procedural Variables

The procedural variables, denoted by the vector n, include such aspects of
experimental procedure as instructions and background indoctrination, training
schedule, order of presentation of trials, and so forth. For those experiments
for which the subjects are experienced engineering test pilots, a carefully
planned indoctrination briefing can serve to heighten their motivation as well
as to enable them to generate an appropriate mode of response. In many cases,
the experimental control device is structurally a highly abstracted version of
the actual aircraft being simulated and a careful indoctrination can help avoid
a situation in which the pilot's control responses are more appropriate to a pin-
ball machine than to the flying of an aircraft. There is, however, a danger that
in motivating a subject he will become so involved in the experiment that despite
his intentions to the contrary he will influence the results to conform with what
he perceives are the experimenter's hopes. Instructions and indoctrination serve
either explicitly or by means of the mission to establish the performance cri-
terion which the subject will use.

The experimental design and tne statistical analyses used can serve to obscure
actual effects or "reveal" behavioral phenomena which are in truth artifacts of
improper technique. Meticulous attention must be paid to counterbalancing time-
dependent effects on subjects and to making assumptions explicit. In view of the
generally small number of subjects and runs generated by human dynamics experi-
ments, it is necessary to develop techniques for controlling extraneous variables
rather than depending on randomization over a large number of subjects and condi-
tions in the experimental design.

4. Pilot-Centered Variables

The operator-centered variables, denoted bj the vector a, include the char-
acteristics the pilot brings to the control task: training, motivation, "set" to
respond, physical condition, etc. Many of these factors are difficult to quantify
in terms meaningful to a given experiment. They can, however, at least be quali-
tatively graded by pretest, interview, etc., or controlled or modified by proce-
dures (therefore there is some interaction between A and a). "Set" to respond,
for example, as established by a particular set of experimental experiences can
be compensated for by counterbalancing the order in which subjects are tested.
The subject's performance criteria are another pilot-centered variable which can
be modified by procedures.

B. DESCRIPTION OF HMW AA3 PILOT BEHAVIOR

The most obvious aspect of human dynamic behavior in a control tasK is the pilot's control actions
within that task. There exist precedents from the analysis of inanimate systems for specifying which con-
trol actions shculd be measured for a description of the controller's behavior. Such measurements do not
tell the complete story for a human controller, since associated with the control actions are physiological
and psychophysiological outputs, the vectors T and t. These include status indicators of the human's
internal environmental control systems, such as respiratory rate and volume, heart rate and blood pressure,
rate of sweating and body temperature, etc., as well as such highly structured but nonetheless subjective
indications of workload and pilot behavior as Cooper-Harper pilot ratings.

Both the measures derived from inanimate control device description and the peculiarly human outputs
listed above can be used to provide operational definitions for a variety of verbal concepts commonly
associated with human behavior. Skill, for example, is a concept which has been described in such intui-
tive terms as "sequence of deftly timed responses" and "the outstanding character of rapid adaptation"
(Ref. 39). The availability of dynamic descriptiot.s of human control actions enable us to quantify "deftly
timed" in a fashion not otherwise possible. Similarly, the human abilitr to adapt can be reduced to
readily quantifiable changes in the mathemati'.al form of the description of the control actions.
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To make these general statements more concrete presume, for the moment, that the crossover model
developed in Chapter II was a complete description of operations in a single-loop manual control system.
Then, the equations of motion for a specific system would be:

e(t) = i(t) - m(t)

(22)

(t) = wce(t - T)

The first of these equations applies for all compensatory situations; whereas the second requires that the
crossover model be valid. The corresponding open-loop transfer function is:

M( = Yp(5)Y(S) =%... (23)

The human pilot's adaptation to controlled element dynamics is implicit in this relationship, i.e., for a

particular set of controlled element dynamics defined by Yc(s), the human will adopt a transfer function:

wc e -T S

Yp(s) = 1-G" (24)

The general form of the l'..man's response would thus be determined by the specifics of Y., and a change in
this task variable evokes a change in Yp such that the crossover model open-loop transfer function is con-
served. The effects of changes in other task variables, or in the environmental and operator-centered
variables, will be to modify wc or T. These awc and T modifications are themselves the quantification of
changes or differences in key variables on the pilot's control action. In measuring the effects of train-
ing, for instance, Wc increases with trials until stable caditions are obtained for that particular sub-
ject and set of constant task and environmental variables. For circumstances in which the 1/3 Law applies
(Eq. 21), an increase in wc with trials will be reflected by a hyperbolic decrease in the system rms error.
Thus, in the contuxt of thi.; hypothetical example in which the crossover model is a total representation
of human control actions, the human's control action will be quantified in terms of the crossover model
gai:i, Lc, and/or effective time delay, T.

The human pilot's actions are unfortunately not as readily described, in general, as this hypothetical
example. For one thing, the effects of environmental stresses and operator-centered variables may mani-
fest themselves in the t and vectors, as well as in changes in the control actions. Further, the human
pilot is a multi-input, multi-output device of enormous complexity rather than a single-channel control
mechanism. Nonetheless, it should be plain from both the hypothetical and real-data examples discussed
thus far that a great amount of verbally expressed descriptive material and concepts can be quantified and
reduced to operationally usable terms by virtue of a control engineering approach.

A complete and detail, descriptor of a human in this context is one which relates control, physiologi-
cal, and psychophysiological outputs to control and environmentally-derived inputs. For a large number of
practical cases, however, the m and * outputs are of secondary interest and the e inputs are parameters
over the measurement period. When attention is focused on control actions as the major interest, and
as shall be done henceforth, the pilot's control activity is capable of being described as a short-time
stationary process for a very large number of circumstances.

When the key variables are fixed and the signals in the control loop are approximately time stationary
over an interval of interest, the pilot/vehicle system can be modeled as a quasi-linear system. Quasi-
linearization is one of the most fruitful approaches to the description of those nonlinear time-varying
systems in which the relationships between pertinent measures of system input and output signals have some
linear correlation in spite of the possible existence of nonlinearities and short-term (relative to the
observation interval) time variations. The description is valid for only the specific situation; when
conditions (e.g., inputs) are changed a different quasi-linear description is needed.

In a quasi-linear system the response for a given input is divided into two parts - describing function
components which correspond to the responses of equivalent linear elements driven by that input, and a
"remnant" component, which represents the difference between the response of the actual system and an equi-
valent system based on the linear element (Ref. 40). Quasi-linear models consisting of describing function
plus remnant descriptions for random-appearing inputs and disturbances have been the basis for the vast
majority of man/machine systems analyses and have also received the lion's share of experimental effort.

The most important class of situations in closed-loop control of aircraft are compensatory tasks in
which the pilot acts on displayed error quanti~tes, e, between desired command inputs, i, and comparable
vehicle output motions, m, to produce control actions, c. This class is illustrated in-Fig. 14. In this
block diagram the dynamics of the equivalent controlled element and displays are described by a matrix of
transfer functions, IYc(Jw)I. The signals in this general block diagram, ij, ej c and m, as well as the
remnant, ne (considered as a quantity injected at the pilot's input) are all, in general, vector quanti-
ties. Finelly, the transfer characteristics of the pilot are represented by the matrix of quasi-linear
describing functions, JYp. The describing functions and remnant depend explicitly on the task variables
as noted in the functional notation. (While an explicit functional dependence is not shownmthe remnant and
transfer characteristics are also functions of the operator-centered, procedural, and environmental variables.)
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Figure 14. Quasi-Linear Paradigm for the Human Pilot

C. MEASUREHM FUNDAMIUE

The detailed nature of typical measurements in manual control systems is most easily introduced by
simplifying the general block diagram of Fig. 14 to a single-loop situation. Such a figure appears at the
top of Table 4. Here, the pilot's properties are divided into actuation-load dynamics and sensory and
equalization dynamics blocks. The manipulator task variable is intrinsically included in the former. The
signals throughout the loop are characterized in several ways: as a time function, x(t); as a mean-squared
value, x-t7; as an amplitude distribution probability density, Px, where Px dx = Prob(xl < x < x2 ); and
as a power-spectral density, xx (u). The time functions, i, e, c, and m, are ordinarily available; whereas
special means (e.g., see Fig. 31 are needed to obtain ED sii~nals proportional to the pilot's force, F(t),
which drives the actuation and load dynamics.

For stationary situations the forcing function signal i(t) may, in principle, have two components,
random and periodic. As power-spectral densities these correspond to a continuous power-spectral density
function, iji), and a sum of line spectra. In responding to this excitation, the pilot's output power-
spectral density will also have, in general, random and line spectra elements, but not all of the output
will be linearly correlated with the forcing function. Accordingly, the remnant spectral density, $nn(w),
monstitutes the difference between the linearly-correlated and total pilot output power-spectral density.
In principle, the remnant spectrum may also have random and line-spectra components; although the spectral
lines will not appear at the discrete line spectra frequencies, on, present in the forcing function. The
spectral formulas in Table . represent these statements mathematically.

The pilot's dynamics as a transfer element are given by the open-loop describing function, Yp, which
is also represented along with the controlled element transfer function in the closed-loop describing
function, H. These are, in general, obtained using cross-spectral measurements as shown in the table.
Noted there is the sometimes used estimate for Yp of 2ec/ee. As can be appreciated from the formula,
this measurement can give good results at frequencies where the forcing function power and its consequences
are much larger than the remnant power and its consequences. On the other hand, when the forcing function
effects are not dominant, the answer obtained approaches -I/Yc. Techniques which help circumvent problems
caused with low forcing function power levels are given in Refs. 41-4 3 .

The "linear correlation" and signal-to-noise ratio are useful as indicators of the nature of pilot
operations and as a means for the determination of remnant. These quantities depend on the effective
bandwidth, ib, of the measuring apparatus or data processing procedure. Clearly, as this becomes more nar-
row, the value of p increases regardless of the magnitude of the remnant, approaching I as (b approaches
zero.

Finally, relative remnant measures finish off the Table ; summary.

The principles and practices of measuring pilot characteristics are extremely well developed and have
an extensive literature. A representative cross section, which includes both time domain and frequency
domain considerations, is given in Refs. 40, 44-514. There are many pitfalls for the unwary in practical
application of these methods, with the -1/Yc example noted above being perhaps the most common. The
references cited offer a cross section of others.

A measurement detail of considerable importance is the character of the forcing function or distur-
bance. When compensatory behavior is to be measured the ideal attributes include:

1. Random appearance so that the operator cannot detect any internal coherence in the
forcing function and thereby adopt a higher level of behavior (unless the intent
is to induce that higher level).

2. Frequency content which encompasses the bandwidth of the manual control system
under test, thus insuring that all significant modes of the system are excited.

3. Evoked outputs easily recognized and distinctly differen'. from constant-coefficient
linear, nonlinear, constant-rate sampled, and other idralized system forms which
may offer a mathematic.il basis for human pilot modeli:ig.

4. Precisely known statistics, to the extent possible, thereby eliminating a source
of uncertainty in experimental results.
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5. Repeatability to permit reproduction of meaningful tests under varying conditions.

6. Representation of physical signals such as turbulence, radar noise, evasive targets,
with which the pilot must contend.

7. Pseudo-randomness so that the forcing function will appear ergodic when its time
average is taken over a specified interval.

8. A Gaussian amplitude distribution so that Gaussian input describing function theory
may be used.

A forcing function comprising a properly selected sum of sinusoids which have frequencies that are integral
multiples of the run length is perhaps the best approach to achieving these desirable features. In second
place would be a rec.':d, and hence repeatable, noise source with precisely known statistics. Sometimes,
special functions or disturbances cannot be used, and the experimenter must then make do with whatever
excitation sources are available, with the concomitant reduction in quality.

The third desirable feature listed above can be especially valuable in providing insights as to the
most appropriate mathematical models to use to describe the pilot's actions. Table 5 lists the features
of some system types which would be revealed by measurements of the kind summarized in Table 4 when sub-
jected to a periodic input with frequency ab and amplitude ai . Careful examination of data for inputs
with suims of sinusoids in the context of the differences indicated in this table can go a long way in
selecting the best paradigm. Many cf these insights are lost if a forcing function with a continuous
power-spectral density is used. In this case, the remnant for all but the linear constant-coefficient
system will also be a continuous power-spectral density.

TABLE 5

PROPERTIES OF VARIOUS SYSTEMS

TYPE OF SYSTEM FC 2IN RE14NANT P 0ae or Pae

Linear, Constant Coefficient Yp , 1

Linear, Sampled Data Line Spectra

(Constant Frequency) Yp koib(%b ± ms) 1 1

Continuous Spectra

Linear, Random Time Variations Yp 2 < I < 1

Line Spectra
Nonlinear Constant Coefficient Yp(oi) 1 <kf(oi)bs(no)

Line or Continuous
System with Noise Injection I < I

Onn t f(01 )
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TABLE 6. SUMMARY OF SINGLE-LOOP COMPENSATORY SYSTEM DESCRIBING F.UNCTION PLUS RE4NAfNT DATA

NLUMlER OF NUMBER OF

INVESTT3ATOR RANDOM- CONTROLLED CONTROLLED ELEME DYNAMICS;
(Reference) APPEARING ELEMENT MANIPULATOR REMARKSF RC. IUNC. FOP14 SREAK

TYPES INVEST. INVESTIGATED

Tustin Spade grip, Simulated tank gun turret tracking; both
(7) spring restraint Yc Ke's.

Russell Handwheel,'no Kc, Ke/s, Kn(s+t)/(a+p).
(-0) restraint

Goodyear Aircraft control Simulated aircraft pitch attitude control
(!2, 14) _ stick in both stationary and pitching simulator.

Simulated control of aircraft lateral and
Krendel, et al. Aircraft control longitudinal axes in tail-chase, with and

,. stick without airframe dynamics: two-
dimensional input.

Elkind Pencil-lke Yc = Kcz single-dimensional input; some2 2~stylus, norstran t remnant data.' restraint

I Attitude control of aircraft lateral and
Seckel, et al. I Aircraft control longitudinal axes in both flight and

1 wheel fixed-base simulator- two-dimensional
input.

Simulated aircraft pitch attitude control
!fall Aircraft control while also controlling a fixed set of

i( . wheel lateral characteristi-s; many Ye para-
meter variations: two-dimensional input.

Control of a wide range of idealized d.yNa-

Me ~uer, et al. Laternl side mics contrived to e"oke a complete range

5 stick of operator transfer characteristics-
many Yc parameter variations: good
remnant data.

Staple~ford.
etal. rd,_ .... Lateral side Simulated nircraft lateral control in n

stick tail-chase: two-dimensional input.

Magdnleno I Longitudinal side , , e
and McRuer I stick- various Yc = Ec. K0 's, 1:0 's e

. re t manipulator restraints.(''q, <.;) restraints .

cndel - ' Rigid side stick "irst- nnd second-order subcritical
De "- . ... tasks. Good remnant data.

Lateral bank angle control: simultaneous
Smith, et 91. Aircraft control longitudinal stabilization: both flight

(,, 7) stick and fixed-base simulator: single-
dimensional input.

- •Lateral bank angle control; simultaneous
;ewell. et al. , Aircraft control longitudinal stabilization: both flight

(. ) stick and fixed-base simulator: single-
.. ____ dimensional input.

Levison and i e n Yc = Kc. Kc's. and Kc 's' ; single-axisSdping restrained base runs for two-axis experiments good

...d. remnant data.
Shirley Si restraine Simulated lateral aircraft control; man,

sping I Y parameter variations; complete remnant
(,) -stick data.

Allen nnd Jex 2ateral side Y, K /s and Kc s; compensatory base(r7) stick runs for pursuiticompensntory comparison.

0ordon-Smith Free-moving and Ye = Ke/s, dynamics; good high-frequency
rstics neuromuscular actuation system data.

SEtapleford. Aircraft control Simulated aircraft pitch attitude con-
et'al. stick trol: base runs for multiloop single-loop(*9) stikcomparison.

Magdalene Lnteral side First-, second-, and third-order sub-
and McRuer stick: rudder critical tnsks; good neuromuscular

(7 ) pedals actuation system data.
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CENTRAL ELEMENTS - .... 4ft......NEUROMUSCULAR SYSTEM

SYSTEM SYSTEM CN CORD I DYNAMICS MMIIP..ATORN COTROL.r' SYSTEM

t" '' ENT .0 AL , ,I I,_ 't.

Figure 15. Model for Human Pilot Dynaics in Single-Loop Compensatoryj
System with Random-Appearing Inputs

neuromuscular system shown in Fig. 15 has a __________

feedback element labeled as spindle and tendon 1 ,Iz

ensembles, althcugh spindle characteristics I Edn

I DEASn

may well be predominant for the small motion Moor-rA l I
and relatively light forces involved in most Neuro Poo I Fber *

measurements thus far accomplished. The effec- -[ aJ Moor . Agonis I,. Fo-ircel 'tive dnamis of the closedl oop neuromuscular n Sne-op Cmsle

system, from the alpha motor neuron command
signals to maniulator force, can be approxi-
mated over a wide frequency range by the third- - -. ogoiu I T
order transfer function shown. This form is , l Force, 8
also compatible with small perturbation dyna- P--- Mtrttos

aics based on analytical models of muscle and o Neuron Pool I Fib
manipu'ator cth aracteristics (hefsd. Th, 71, [1 a_ 11 Fe

7 T,7 =l. The parameter values are strongly _-, __dependent upon the steady-state nr-uromuscular Nepurspinol co Periheral PerrhieolI
d osascomysot. SpnoC --- el Muscle : Sensng r--

tension, to, du to f e aPohs Elements EemensL
The gam system also affects the dynamics of
the spindle ensembles This is cepicted by
the arrows indicating variation n the .sp Figure iE. Functional Diagram of Elemental

and Psp factors in the neuromuscular system Agonist/Antagonist Neuromuscular System
feedback block- Elements involved in Tracking

This degree of model complexity is a minimum to have even marginal value in physiological descritions.
It is also often needed for the study of limb/manipulator system dynamics in aircraft control, as in

determining the effects of bobweights and primary control system hysteresis on pilot-induced o:illations-
dor other aspects of pilot/aircraft analysis the neuromusclar dynamics are so high in frequency as to be

relatively unimportant in their details. For these cases a psre time delay, r1 .,, or a first-order lag can
be used as a low-freqfency approximation (at frequencies lotser than any c the neuromuscular system bo'fk-
points)- This delay will be given by:

,,,, N 'N s~p Psp

Turn now to the central and input elements at ft of Fig- As shown there, the pilot can
develop a neuromuscular system input command hich is she summation of a lag, proportional, lead, or
double-lead function of the system error- The integral and proportional channels have a basic time delay,

Tc associated with them- The higher derivative channels hay g additional incremental delays- These incre-
mental time delays constitute the dyai cost of pilot lead generation. The are about /:o sec for rate
dtr) and greater than 1/2 sec for the acceleration channel (tA)-

It is primarily because of the latency differeuces for proportional, rate, and acceleration low-frequency
lead equalization that these are shown as separate parallel channels- The independence schematised is over-
simplified, for common neurological apparatus is undoubtedly present for each function- These are modeled

here by the common sensory pathway block following the system error and the central processing and computa-
tional block following the four parallel channels- A slight difference, not shown, in integral and pro-
portional channel effective latencies is indicated by existing data but conceivably these channels could
be combined into a single-channel adjustable leg-lead element-

Besides the different effective time delays, the other evidence for parallel channels is the difference
in reoens m quality as a function of low-frequency equalization supplied by the pilot- When proportional,



integral, or a lag-lead combination is exhibited,
the pilot's output anp'itude distributions are
Gaussian when the input daplitude is Gaussian.
On tne other hand, when very-low-frequency leads
are present, as if operations were through the
rate or acceleration channels, the pilot's output 05-
distirbutions are distinctly non-Gaussian. Typi-
cally, these are bimodal, as illustrated in

17. Time traces tend to appear more dis-
crete and pulselike as well. This characteristic
difference is also reflected in changes in the
remnant. Data

The association of incremental latencies with
differences in the neural pathways and apparatus
takes us back a century or more to the cery earli-
est work in the reaction time studies of Helmholtz, Gaussoan 0.2
Wundt, and others (Ref. 76). They examined a large
number of situations which exhibited different
reaction times and tried to assign these differ-
ences to various component functions. In their 0.1
day, their attributions often turned out to be
wrong, and we can only hope that those indicated
here do not repeat that history!

-30 -20 -1.0 0 1.0 20 30
The channel gains and the time constant, TI,

are all shown as variablc quantities. To a first
approximation, they are adjusted such that the
crossover model applies. To a higher order of Figure 17. Example of Bimodal Amplitude
approximation the adjustments obey the Analytical/ Distribution for Pilot Output
Verbal model. Both models are discussed further for Ye = Kc/s2

below.

C. CROSSOVER MODEL FOR SIWLE-LOOP SYST24S

Consider the crossover model first. Typical data for velocity, first-order subcritVcal divergence,
and acceleration controlled elements are shown in Fig. 18 with -lo bands. These data tre more or less
typical of any of the rate and acceleration controlled element data listed in Table 6. Furti.er, the
1wc/ja dB amplitude ratio trend in the region of crossover is characteristically pres(nt in .,uch of the
Table 6 data with more complex controlled elements. In fact, for thosc data sources .X'om the last decade,
there exists a remarkable consistency. In most cases, investigators have taken pains to show tie-ins with
earlier results from other investigators. For instance, typical comparisons made in Ref. 66 for the con-
trolled elements Yc = Kc, Kc's, and Kc/S2, which cover three widely varying modes of control behavior from
the pilot, are reproduced in Fig. 19a-c. Other comparison data are shown, for example, in Refs. 56, 60,
and 62-69. For a given controlled element such differences as do exist between data sets are ordinari]y
attributable to differences in forcing function or manipulator task variables. In other cases, the
experimental conditions are such as to permit the differences to be ascribed directly to the effects
environmental or operator-centered variables.

40, 40"<-J

-80t .- 120 k .160

-22 ,, . 4. . .. . ...-.. . .. .. . ..... [

-240  5, 7 >- - .5 5 -2..........

.2.01 - 01 1001 O1.... 0 .. .. 0.0 02 1 10 10r0d/1e10 100

(rod/sec) Olw(rad/s0 (rod/sec)00
YeK /s Y, . L Ye K /s2

s-2 Y~~s

Iwe,475rod/sec,re'Ol8sec,a=Ollod/ec Iwc ,49rod/sec,T -=OI3sec, aO19rod/sec I-,=325rod/sec, re=O33sec .cO33rod/secl
(a) (b) (c)

Figure 18. Data, Simple Crossover Models, and m Crossover Models for Elementary
Controlled Elements; ui = 2.5 rad/sec (Ref. 56)
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0 Ref.56 , 0 Ref. 21 , j Ref.66 (mean 25 runs to)
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Figure 19. Comparisons of Typical Data from Different Investigators (from Ref. 66)

Visual examination of the data shown in Figs. 18 and 19 indicates that, to a first order at least, the
simple crossover model developed in Chapter II from "eyeball" fitting of time traces is also applicable
when the more sophisticated spectra] analysis procedures are, ised. The model is apparently a better
description of amplitude ratio than of phase characteristics. Also, the amplitude ratio for Yc = KC/(u -2),
in Fig. 18b, tends to be somewhat flatter than -20 dB/decadc.

For the Table 6 data in general the crossover model is neither appropriate nor accurate at frequencies
much less than or much greater than the crossover frequencies. Nonetheless, it usually leads to essentially
correct closed-loop dynamic characteristics because the actual shape of the open-loop descrlbirg function
far from the crossover region usually has little effect on the dominant closed-loop dynamics (see Eqs. 0h,
15, and 21).

Although the basic YpYc approximate form is the same for the Figs. 18 and 19 data, and for most of the
cases listed in Table C as well, the numerical values of crossover frequency and effective time delay are
not. These are both functions of the task variables. For low-pass forcing functions, idealized as rectan-
gular power-spectral densities with bandwidth aj and rms value oi, the crossover frequency and '?ffective
time delay can be represented (Ref. 56) as:

wco(Yc) + &xic(wi) , 0tz(o) 0

(26)
re - o(yc) -Are(1 ) , ATe(O) 0

As the forcing function bandwidth is reduced the phase margin also decreases, becoming approximately zero
for Li = 0. Although this trend towards zero phase margin can only be demonstrated directly for wi / 0, it
is a comnon observation that signals circulate throughout the manual control loop without any forcing func-
t.rn as long as the operator is in active control. In the absence of other inputs or disturbances, the
p: sence of these signals implies an on-the-average condition of zero phase margin. So, both the direct
ar.L indirect evidence indicates that phase margin is zero when wi is zero. Then, the neutrally stable
cr,)ssover frequency, aco , and the basic time delay, To, are related by:

'rou co " - ( :77

To a first approximation, bac/6w, is nearly zero (i.e., A&nc 0" 0) for controlled element forms encountered
in aircraft (although it is not quite true for Yc = Kc). If' this approximation is taken to be exact for
simplicity, then the principal variations in the crossover model are those of To with controlled element
characteristics and ATe with forcing function bandwidth.

In general, To consists of effective transport lags due to both the pilot and the controlled element.
The controlled element contribution will be approximately the difference between the controlled element
high-frequency (much greater than crossover) lags and leads. With this assumed negligible or otherwise
accounted for, the net To depends on the amount of lead generation required of the pilot to establish the
approximate -20 dB/decade slope in the region of crossover. When the lead required has been determined,
the latency can be estimated from Fig. 20a. The curve shown there represents a grand average from a very
large number of experiments, essentially all of those involving crossover region data and spring-restrained
manipulators listed in Table 6. Zero lead units is a pure-gain proportional control; plus-one units is
first-order lead or rate control; plus-two units second-order lead, etc. The time delays shown include
the effective dynamics of the neuromuscular system as an additive component to the central latencies. The
total effective low-frequency time delay ranges from about 0.3 sec for the pure integral control case
(-1 lead units) through 0.8 sec for the acceleration control. The time delays are plotted as inverse
functions because in this form they are normally distributed and the variability of the inverse time delay
is a constant.

Figure 20b Thows the remaining variation of Eq. 26, that of the incremental latency, Are, with i'
This result is based primarily on data taken by several investigators with the so-called STI forcing
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function spectrum made up of 10 sinusoids (Ref. 56). With other forcinj function types a somewhat more
complicated adjustment is made. This will be discussed in connection ith the "precision model" presented
in the next section. With the approximations made thiis far, the L e variation in Fig. 20b is proportio,al
to tne phase margin variation with -i since z14 - cole. This reduction in effective time delay as for-
cing function bandwidth is increased is due primarily to an increase in steady-state neuromuscular tension,
70, (shown entering the neuromuscular block in Fig. it). Thus, the decreased delay is predominantly a
change in the neuromuscular lynamics which would be reflected in the low-frequency approximation, TM) to
those dynamics.

The foregoing has related tae parameters of the crossover model. to the task variables, primarily Lj
and Yc The numerical values were obtained under test conditions -. specified in terms of operator-
centered, a, procedural, ), and environmrental, e, variables as discussed in Chapter 3 - so as to insure
that Y- determinations would be useful for system analysis and design. The operators, pilots or well-
coordinated simulator pilots, were highly motivated, well-trained males paying full attention to the con-
trol tasks. The procedural variables were selected to enhance generalizability. Hostile or disruptive
environmental vai :ables were avoided. Conse juently, the foregoing data are representative of the best
high-dynamic performance, low- ariability parameter values which pilot can be expected to generate. For
usual, flight-encountered situations the values of ac are high, of Te low.

Ample evidence exists for the dependence of crossover model parameters on o variab es. An increase in
gain and decrease in Te occurs with training and has been noted by several investigators - for example,
Ref. 8C. The pilot's performance criteria affect measurements of Y, by determining where he can afford to
relax control and where he must conform strictly to the system's de~ands. Thus, for example Ref. 16,
large run-to-run variability is exhibited by a pilot in Yp in the low-frequency range for control of Kc/s
.)r Kc/s2; however, this variability becomes confined to a very tight band in and about we where good per-
formance demands become contraining. Similarly, the variability expressed by the same pilot is practically
negligible when Yc is an unforgiving divergence. Interestingly, pilots exhibit individualized consistent
departures from the crossover model at low frequencies where performance and stability are scarcely
affected. Such behavi:r is in the nature of personal "style," and in effect it represents decisions on
where to apply trim control.

When it is desired to measure the effects of o or c variables upon Yp, the pilot must be constrained
so that his dynamics are tightly related to the selected variables. A highly effective manner for &-com-
plishing this is by employing controlled elements of the form Yc =  /sk(s-_), k = 0, 1, 2. Since this
divergent controlle4 element tightl constrains the allowable pilot equalization near the region of gain
crossover, these critical tasks leave the pilot's effective time delay, Te, as the sole determinant of
system stability. When the divergence is gradually increased until control is lost, this "critical"
divergence time constant is a measure of Te (Ref. 61).

These tasks provide a Lensitive method for reflecting o or e variables onto a restricted measure of
the pilot's dynamic performance. This technique is being eAploited in several laboratories (a representa-
tive group can be found by scannirZ Refs. 2, 26-28) to study a variety of such e variables as heat and
noise, and a varlables such as inauced by amphetamine, alcohol, and other drugs; task-induced stresses,
fatigue, enforced bedrest, etc.; and even certain task variables related to displays. The application of
the critical task to measure pilot workload and to aid in understanding pilot opin4on ratings will be
presented later in this chapter.

The simplified crossover model discussed above is deficient in two major respects. First, for the
controlled elements with non-zero poles, the open-loop describing function in the regon of crossover tends
to be somewhat less than -20 dB/decade. For these cases the data are better fitted with open-loop describ-
ing functions which contain the controlled element dynamics explicitly, as illustrated, for example, in
Fig. 18b. Second, the phase at low frequencies is not described too well by the simple delay. These plase
lags at low frequencies usually do not substantially affect the closed-loop characteristics because magni-
tude IYpYcI is much greater than unity at the frequencies where the lags are present. However, the
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ubiquitous nature of the low-frequency phase lags, and their occasional importance on closed-loop dynamics,
demands attention.

Thic can be accomplished simply by adding a catch-all increment to the low-frequency phase which takes
into account dynamics having amplitude ratio breakpoints below, or in the lowest-frequency portion of, the
measurement bandwidth. The approximation derives from considering that the low-frequency phase lag is due
to an equal number of lags and leads having breakpoints ordinarily below the lower frequencies at which
the crossover model applies. Thus, for M leads and lags occurring at 1/Tlead i and 1/Tlagi, the phase will
be:

M M
tplow = tan1" TleadjWb - tarr1 Tlagjw (28)

i=I i~1

When all of the breakpoints occur below the measurement bandwidth or otherwise outside the bandwidth of
crossover model validity, the pl. 3e angle within the measurement or validity bandwidth will be approximately:

M 14 Z

14 1 1(29)

a

where N (1 1) (,o)
lag0)

ir (Iea T lagd

The effective time constent, I/a, describes the effect, within the crossover reginn, of leads and lags below
that frequency band. In this sense it is analogous to Te, which lumps high-frequency phenomena into a
simple low-frequency approximation suitable within the measurement bandwidth. In the describing function
the low-frequency tern is represented as e-cJ/(.

The open-loop describing functions of Fig. 18 are curve-fitted using both the simple and the % cross-
over models, which differ only in whether or not they include the low-frequency phase correction. The range
of validity for the a conponent is obviously less than the lover frequency at which the phase margin will
be zero.

The relationship of the crossover model and Fig. 15 for simple controlled elements is summarized in
Table 7. For more complex controlled elements the channels are appropriately combined to achieve the

TABLE 7

CONNECTION BETWEEN COMPLETE AND CROSSOVER PI102 MODELS

COWROLLED ELEMENT PRfl'ARY CROSSOVER REGION EFiECTIVE. PILOT
OCNAACTERISTICS NT !T CI' L PIWX AMPLITUDE T3M DELAYACTIVATED RATIO

Kc Integral KI Tc + TW4

-c Proportional pc + T4

Kc

Ae Rate KRJW TR + Tc + Inm

Kc Acceleration KA(j)2 A + Tc 
+ 

TNM
s2
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crossover model properties. Thus, when a lag-lead equalization is needed, the integral and proportional
channels can both be used to give a net equalization given by:

(Hp + K) TIs +K~ , + KP [(T- *' KI I (31)
T~s+ + ,  ?T~s +I)

Similarly, when a lead characteristic is required, the proportional and rate channels can be used together.
Remarkably, there is very little evidence hat more than two channels are used simultaneously to create
complex equalization. This observation ma' well be an artifact of the particular experiments which have
thus far been accomplished, for in almost a.1 of these the crossover model characteristic can be achieved
with no more than two channels.

D. PRECISION MOMEL FOR S3LS-LOOP MiST-M&

In order to cover a broader frequency range than permitted by the crossover model, a so-called precision
model is used. The pilot's operation of his acceleration channel is extremely difficult, cannot long be
maintained, and is associated with extremely unfavorable subjective ratings and excessive workload. Because
of these features, this channel is probably never useful on aircraft-like controlled elements. Consequently,
the precision model need not take it into account. With this proviso, the general describing function form
which describes the transfer characteristics of the human pilot in single-loop compensatory situations for
all of the Table 6 data base is given by:

VERY-LOW-
PURE TM SERIES PREQUENCY NEUROMUSCULAR

GAIM DELAY EQUALIZATION LAG-LEAD ACTUATION SYSTEM

(Til 4W (+ 1 + -- " t +

~ (32)eja/ 1 or e-iwTN

TNjW+1

where:
o, " 1 _ 1

TK T

and:

TN TN1

The neuromuscular actuation portion presumes the neglect of the very-high-frequency lead-lag of the spindle/
tendon organ ensembles implied in Fig. 15. It can, of course, be approximated at low frequencies by the
first-order neuromuscular lag or, at even lower frequencies still, by the pure time delay. The very-low-
frequency lag-lead is occasionally indicated in very-low-frequency data by at least the low-frequency lead
breakpoint, I/TK. It can also be approximated by the sing1 parametcr, a. There is evidence that a and
TN arc covarying quantities (Ref. 77) with forcing function bandwidth and/or neuromuscular average tension.
Therefore, the effect represented by the very-low-frequency lag-lead may be neurnmuscular in origin; although
no physiological connections have yet been established.

The major mid-frequency action elements of the precision model are the gain, Kp, latency, T, and the
adjustable lead-lag or lag-lead ."epresented by the ratio (TLJw+ I)/(TIjw+ 1). These, of course, derive
from various approximate summatioa.s of the "central elements" channels of Fig. 15.

Commonly used simplifications for the precision model take advantage of he yery-low- and high-freqLency
Approximations indicated. For conditi(-nally stable systems the low-frequency phase can be an important
feature of the manual control system, and an appropriate simplified version of Eq. 32 is then:

YTLJ + 1  efw(- +TN) +a/c (

This form is also adequate for most other systems as well. For systems wherein low-frequency performance is
essentially unaffected by the low-frequency phase lag term, e-J7/O, Eq. 33 can be simplified to:

(TLJ-+ 7 oTC +TN)
Y p " p TJ Vw (+
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In either of Eqs. 33 or * the e-J1N is interchangeable with (T 1ju, + 1) - '. FLrthermore, if Z < 1,
e 4a -I -[(Tl,-)Jw - [(TI2)ju. + I I

Essentially all the components of the precision model and its simplified versions are adjusted as
functions of the controlled element dynamics and forciig function spectra. The latter can have many shapes
and sizes, yet we have thus far emphasized spectra which can adequately be defined by a bandwidth, i, and
a forcing function rms amplitude, . i . These are unambiguous quantities only when the forcing function has
a rectangular spectrum, achieved by using many sinusoids as in Ref. 21, Qr an essentially rectangular spec-
trum plus a very limited number of extremel,¢ ltw-aplitude sinusoids at higher freqaenciea, as with tne STI
forcing function. For other spectral shapes the bandwidth can be defined in several ways. The best metric
yet found (Ref. 35) to put different shapes on a comparable effective bandwidth basis is:

- iie  , i ( ,,)

This definition for effective forcing function bandwidth works very well as a means tc consolidate data for
the 20 forcing function spectral shapes considered in Ref. ,. It also reduces to ii for rectangular
spectra.

To specialize the precision model to a particular controlei element and forcing function combination,
the adjustment rules are applied. Those given below are .;imilar to the Ref. 72 set, modified b conclasioni
based on data of Refs. 68 and 78 and the analysis of Ref. 79.

Equalization selection and adjutmtent. A particular equalization is selected from the
general form K(TLJw+ I)/(TIjw +1) such that the following properties obtain:

(a) The system can be stabilized by proper selection of gain, preferably over
a very broad region.

(b) Over a considerable frequency range in the crossover region (that frequency
band centered on the crossover frequency, a) IYpYc!dB nas approximately a
-20 dB/decade slope.

(c) IYpYc >>I at low frequencies to provide good low-frequency closed-loop
response to system forcing functions (commands).

Examples of form selection and basic adjustment are provided in Table 8.

TABLE 8

TYPICAL PILOT EQUALIZATION CHARACTERISTICS

CONTROLLED ELE NT EQUALIZER ADJUSTMENTS
APPROXIMATE TRANSFER PILOT

FUNCTION IN CROSSOVER EQUALIZER FORM LOW-FREQUENCY MID-FREQUENCY HIGH-FreQUENCY
REGION (W <0 oc) (wc Region) ('. > ae)

Kc Lag-Lead TL to partially
TI -off eet r + TN

KC High-Frequency TL to partially

JO) Lead offset T 4 TN
(TJpc < 1)

Kc Low-Frequency 1 - TL not available

(jw) 2  Lead TL  to offset r +T N

Mid-Frequency TL T
Lead (T>) -

jw(Tjw + 1) High-Frequency TL to partially

Lead (T < -r) offset +TN+T

Low-Frequency 1

Kc Lead an << TL

() + j + 1 Lag-Lead 1 TL to partially

>>-L- TI offset r +TN
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Effective time delay. After the appropriate equalization form has been adopted, the net
effect in the region of crossover of high-frequency (relative to crossover) leads and
lags a"an be approximated by replacing these terms in Eqs. 32-34 with a pure time delay
term, e "Jre. The effective time delay, Te, is the sum of all the human pilot's pure
time delays and high-frequency lags less the high-frequency leads, i.e.,

2tN
Te T + TNI + - - TLhi (for the crossover model)

T r 4 TN - TLhi (fop Eqs. 33 and 34)

The notationi TLhi means that only those Tb's used to partially compensate for high-
frequency phase lags (e.g., see Table 8) are involved; otherwise, TLhi = 0. In general,

Te depends on both the controlled element dynamics and the forcing function bandwidth.
These dependencies are approximately serial, viz.,

Te(Yc , Oi) = o(Yc) - &Te(uaie) where Aae(O) = 0

(a) Estimation of To - o can be estimated from the effective order of Yc in

the crossover region using Fig. 20a.

(b) Incremental Te due to forcing function. Te is essentially equal to To
when the forcing function bandwidth, ui, is zero or very small. As Wi is
increased the neuromuscular lag, TN, and/or the equalizer lead, TLhi, are
adjusted to reduce the net value of Te . A first-order approximation for
this effect, good for all controlled elements, is given in Fig. 20b or by:

A6e - o.o 8 i (6)

where ATe is in seconds and aie is in radians/second.

Crossover freguency, czc.

(a) Rectangular and quasi-rectangular forcing function spectra (discrete
power-bpectral densities which are essentially rectangular and low-pass
continuous spectra with a high-frequency cutoff equivalent to a third or
higher order lag filter).

(1) LAsic crossover frequency, wco . The basic cr'ossover frequency
for quasi-rectangular forcing function spectra is found by
adding the phase angle, -wTo, due to the base effective time
delay, to the phase angles of the contr'lled element and the
previously estimated Yp equalizer characteristics. Estimates
for awco and the associated pilot gain are then made from the
conditions for neutral stability.

(2) Phase margin. The phase margin for this forcing function
category corresponds to the incremental time delay, Are, of
Eq. 36:

(b) ;ow-p as with a roll-off of less thn third order and augmented (ta.lf-
type) continuour input spectra.

(1) Nominal crossover frequency, ccc. With equalization and
effective time delay, re, selected as aove, the nominal
crossover frequency, av., and associated pilot gain is esti-
mated from the condition to provide minimum mean-squared
error.

(c) oc r3gression. When wie nears or becomes greater than 0.8 wco for the
quasi-rectangular forcing fur.-.tion case or when wie/wc is greater than I
for the low-pass and augmented low-pass spectra, then the crossover fre-
quency regresses to values much lower than wco and ac, respectively.

(d) c invariance properties.

(I) awe -- Ke indeperdence. After initial adjustment, changes in
controlled element gain, Kc, are offset by changes in pilot
gain, Kp; i.e., system crossover frequency, cc, is invariant
with Kc.
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(2) c--c wj indeptndence. System crossover frequency increases
only slightly with forcing function bandwidth until cross-
over frequency regression occurs.

(e) Threshold properties. With very low stimulus amplitudes, a threshold char-
acteristic should be included in series with the pilot's describing function.
Also, when full-attention, nearly continuous control actions are not required,
an indifference threshold is likely to be present. Both of these lower xc
from what would be estimated using the above adjustment rules.

The c regression phenomenon mentioned in the adjustment rules refers to a reduction of pilot gain and,
heice, of crossover frequency when the forcing function bcadwidth becomes too large. The physical reason
underlying this phenomenon is best described by referring to Fig. 12. Here, it is seen that for a normal-
izcd forcing function bandwidth, rawi less than about O.O8Wc, an increase in gain results in a decrease
in Aormalized mean-squared error. When this approximate inequality is reversed, the normalized mean-
squared error becomes greater than I as gain is increased. In fact, ideally, for the assumed rectangular
forcing function spectra used to compute Fig. 12, a gain of zero would be indicated to minimize the error
for these cases. This result is academic for pilot/vehicle control systems, because some pilot gain is
needed to maintain control; but the trend, nonetheless, for high forcing function bandwidths is to reduce
gain. The same regression effect can occur for other than rectangular forcing function spectra (Refs. 68,
78, 79). This regression effect has practical consequences whenever the pilot is required to track broad-
band signals.

The adjustment rules given above are generally adequate for the pilot's lower-frequency dynamics in
tasks with spring-restrained manipulators. The higher-frequency properties due primarily to the neuro-
muscular actuation system are included only to the extent that T2 is a component of re. The complete
model of Fig. 15 provides for a much more elaborate characterization of the neuromuscular system, subject
only to the proviso that these dynamics reduce to the TNM when viewed from the low-frequency end.

Rccent data (Refs. 68 and 71) and modeling efforts (e.g., Refs. 71 and 73-75) can be used to estimate
more completely the neuromuscular actuation system dynamics for a given set of manipulator characteristics.
An example of what can be involved for the muscle-manipulator dynamics (the forward loop element in the
neuromuscular system of Fig. 15) is indicated in the simplified schematic diagram of the muscle and mani-
pulator elements shown in Fig. 21. There the effective driving force, Cf-fa, is proportional to the change
in average firing rate, Af,, of the alpha motor neuron ensembles involved. This is essentially the signal x
in Fig. 15. The muscle characteristics are shown as functions of Pc, the steady-state isometric tension of
the muscle system operating point. The changes in 1his average tension are caused primarily by changes in
the gamma motor neuron system dis-
charge, 70. The tension changes
reault in a modified TM and thus MUSCLE ACTIVE AND MANIPULATOR
underlie the variation of Te with, PASSIVE CHARACTERISTICS CHARACTERISTICS
for example, (Ae. Typical describ- Pontron

ing function data for the muscle/ SreEloi
manipulator dynamics are shown in Component and
Fig. 22a and b for rudder pedals Ke Tendon Comphince
and a hand manipulator, respectively M Link/ Feel OtherStff V ISCU M o Mopulofo iSn External

(Ref. 71). These data indicate that StiffnesV ° Mnutoit KF or ces
Effective compnent Iopn n riaFrsthe muscle/manipulator dynamics for a ijotorie t C1mpoflent .Lomp

rudder pedals and hand manipulators Driving ForceP
are similar in form and numerically, P Pn.

1 n, I
in spite of the difference in limb
size and function. The data also
provide an exemplary indication of
the numerical values involved in Figure 21. Schematic of Limb/Manipuator
this neuromuscular system component.

When the neuromuscular system feedback elements (the spindle/tendon organ ensembles of Fig. 15 with
specific numerical values Zsp = 11 rad/sec, Pqn = rO tad/sec, and Tsp 1 IhO msec as given in Ref. 71) are
combined with the muscle/manipulator dynamics JFig. 22a) into a closed-loop system, the resulting neuro-
muscular system dynamics are shown as the curves in Fig. 23. The data points on the figure are those for
the total human operator describing function, Yp, measured for this controlled element. The closed-loop
neuromuscular system curves provide excellent curve fits to these data at the higher frequencies. On
Fig. 23 the closed-loop neuromuscular system dynamics are 1/TN1 hr 12 rad/sec, wN = 19 rad/sec, and
tN 0.13. These are representative values for stiff spring-restrained, nearly-isometric situations
with very low-inertia manipulators.

The neuromuscular system dynamics will change markedly as the manipulator load dynamics are modified.
One of the most important of these possible mod'fications is reduction in stiffness of the spring restraints.
This is a common feature of aileron ccntrols, as opposed to elevator and rudder controls. When the spring
forLes are light the manipulator approaches the free-moving (isotonic) -xtreme. In these cases, the
spindle/tendon organ ensemble feedback elements are joined by joint rece tor ensembles. These feed back
to highe centers than the spindle organs before they influence the alpha motor neuron commands. They
accordingly introduce into the neuromuscular system dyamics edditional delays which are not present with
the isometric situation. Available data from Refs. 59, 68, and 71 indicate that the effect of this pro-
priocertive feedback required of the pilot when the manipulator is free-moving is to increase the effec-
tive time delay by approximately 0.1 sec. This can be added directly to the previously discussed time
delay, To, of Fig. 20a. It amounts to an additional time delay cost incurred by forcing the pilot to
close a positional loop about the manipulator.
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Figure 22. Muscle/Manipulator Describing Function, Gm, for Yc 1/(s-1)

E. REMNAM CHARACTERISTICS

The remnant component of the human pilot's response 2 W T F I f
is generally defined as that portion not accounted for o I

by his describing function. When all of the system -- I
elements other than the pilot can be described mathe- -

matically in constant coefficient linear and time- 0 T  T TN
!  --

stationary, terms, remnant must arise from the pilot's i
action alone. Then, in principle, remnant could result 0
from the following sources: -40

I. Pilot responses to inputs other than _-. --L. _
the supposed system forcing function. -

2. Nonlinear transfer behavior. -120 - -

3. Non-steady behavior. -160 K_ s __l)
0 
_-1

4 . Injection of "noise" into the loop. (s+0.56)(s+12)[S2+2(0.13)s- (19

The first can be ignored for the single-loop situa- 0.1 1.0 0(rod/sec) 10 50
tions with a solitary forcing function. For the
others, the best data to consider are those taken
with a limited number of sinuoids. Then the considera- Figure 23. Closed-Loop Neuromuscular System
tions of Table 5 apply. Existing remnant and describ- Model and Total Yp Data; Rudder
ing function data obtained with this type of forcing Pedal, Yc = 1/(s-1)
function indicate that:

1. Remnant is a continuous and reasonably smooth spectrum indicating no spectral lines
which might be associated with periodic sampling or strongly nonlinear behavior
(Ref. 56).

2. For full-attention, continuous-control operations there is very little nonlinear
dependence of the describing function on forcing function amplitude over a wide

range, i.e., Y Yp(ci) (Refs. 21 and 56). Threshold phenomena are present
with low-velocity stimuli (Ref. 74), and at very low display gains (Refs. 136).
An "indifference" threshold (Refs. il4 and 19) has also been observed. These can
be significant in special circumstances.

3. The remnant data for a wide variety of controlled elements and forcing function

amplitudes coalesce best when all the remnant is reflect- d to the pilot's input

(Ref. 56).
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4. When open-loop input-referred remnant is normalized by the variance of the system
error, the remnant data tend to coalesce further (Refs. 80-82). A sometimes-
refined normalization is with respect to the variance of the principal pilot
channel being exercised, e g . a?, when the rate channel is used to control
Ye = K/s2, has also been observe (Refs. 80-81).

5. The major sources of remnant appear to be located in the human operator prior to
the neuromuscular system (Refs. 71 and 83). This is indicated in Fig. 22a by the
interleaving of open- and closed-loop cross-spectral measurements based on x and
the forcing function as references. These measurements are analogous to the two
expressions for Yp presented in Table 4.

6. Some evidence for pulsing behavior when very-low-frequency lead generation is

required is present from output amplitude distributions and time traces (Ref. 56).

When these findings are compared with the entries tn Table 5, the conclusion is obvious that some variety
of random time-varying behavior is present in the central elements of the pilot. That this is the most
likely source of remnant is indirectly corroborated by other studies (e.g., Refs. 84-87). The time varia-
tion could comprise fluctuations in gains and/or in the time delays. Figure 15 indicates the latter, as
shown by the IO(t). This tentative assignment of the fluctuations to the effective delay is consistent
with trial-to-trial variations exhibited in reaction time measurements but is otherwise somewhat arbitrary.
By considering it a random change in the delay, the remnant cause can be interpreted as a random change in
phase, akin to a random frequency modulation, or to variations of sampling rate in a sampled data inter-
pretation of the pilot (Ref. 88).

When interest is centered primarily on power-spectral densities or their time domain covariance equiva-
lents and the quantities derivable therefrom, the effect of any remnant source associated with the transfer
characteristic can be modeled as an injected noise, just as shown in Fig. 14. Remnant power spectra are,
therefore, most conveniently inserted at this point and are often referred to accordingly as "observation
noise." While this use of the remnant as an inserted noise source is adequate for calculations of mean-
squared error if finer-grained detail is needed, such as the probability distributions of signal amplitudes
th"oughout the pilot/vehicle system, more attention has to be paid to the actual remnant-generating process
as a random time-varying delay or gain.

For single-loop systems an approximation to the remnant form, 4nne, uhen reflected to the pilot's input,
is given as (Ref. 89):

Dnne _ (0.1 to 0.5) when integral and proportional

- (w2 + 32) channels are used

(38)
nne (O.I to 0.5) when the rate channel is used
2 (,,2 + 1)

As demonstrated in Fig. 24 these analytical forms bound most of the available data. Note that the remnant
is smaller, although somewhat more broadband, when low-frequency lead is not required of the pilot. Thus,
another penalty for low-frequency lead generation is seen to be an increased remnant. The high-frequency
asymptotes for both no-lead and high-lead situations are common. Consequently, the remnant increase when
lead equalization is necessary is subsumed here primarily by the reduction in break frequency.

As already explained, because the kind of remnant described scales with pilot-stimulus variance, it
clearly derives from some signal conditioning operations within the pilot such as the time-varying time
delay. Accordingly, thir component or remnant is a "processing noise." In Chapter V another remnant com-
ponent duo to scanning will be introduced, 4hich adds to the processing noise in multiloop situations.

If remnant were totally of a processing noise variety, it would disappear when no forcing function or
disturbance is present. There is a great deal of evidence, however (e.g., Ref. 61), that some remnant
remains. This is wideband and independent of the stimulus signal variance. This "residual remnant" is
the "motor" which keeps the signals throughout the loop fluctuating in the absence of any external driving
source.

Another occasionally observed remnant component is dither, that is, a sinusoidal-like oscillation
inserted by the pilot (Refs. 14 and 90). This consciously-applied input is often present as an attempt
on the part of the pilot to effectively linearize control system nonlinearities.

Although the primary source of remnant is the effective stochastic variation of pilot charqcteristics
throughout the measurement run, threshold nonlinearities are occasionally important as well. One type
(Ref. 136) can be significant as a stimulus resolution feature when display gains are very low. Annther,
more severe, variety is a task-dependent "indifference threshold." For many flight control situations the
pilot's control task is intermittent adjustments of controls when the aircraft-alone has departed too far
from some preconceived, mission-oriented level. The main effect here is a substantial reduction in gain
if the operation is viewed as a continuous process. Oftentimes it may be more pertinent to treat these
adjustments as discrete, using one of the models presented in Chapter VI.
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Figure 24. Normalized Remnant Spectra for Various Experiments
and First-Order Model Bounds

F. COMI.OTION B3E -IN PILOT RATING, WOPM-A, AND
PILOT W oq MR P INGLE-LOOP S'YSTEMS

The previous sections have provided a comprehensive review of the dynamic properties of single-loop
pilot models. These are sufficient, in themselves, for a mathematical analysis of pilot/aircraft systems.
But pilots are vocal as well as dynamic elements - they toil, and spin, and talk! And for many systems
the talk is what counts, rather than the dynamic details of the toiling and spinning. Accordingly, we
will present an introduction to pilot rating and workload connections with pilot dynamics. The discussion
will be short tu keep matters as concise as possible; artistic because ratings are fundamentally ordinal
scales subjectively applied and hence difficult to quantify and incomplete because that portion of the
data base which contains pilot dynamics and pilot ratings and/or comments Is very small indeed.

To develop closed-loop analysis procedures which permit the assessment of flying qualities, system
accuracy, etc., as quantities to be traded off with pilot dynamics and workload requires some generalized
criteria. That is, the assessment procedures should, as a minimum, cover:

* Measuzes of mission/task performance

* Pilot workload

* Effects of aircraft dynamics

* Effects of control augnentation systems

These are the kinds of factors which are taken into account by a skilled test pilot in providing a pilot
commentary and an associated rating using, for example, the Cooper-Harper Scale (Ref. 93), part of which
is shown in Fig. 25. It is apparent from Fig. 25 that pilot compensation (equalization) and effort
(wor.kload) are key factors in the rating scale. The scale is especially useful as an index for comparing
competing vehicles on a workload, pilot compensation, basis.

Closed-loop tasks are ordinarily critical from the standpoint of pilot compensation or skill required,
and are often critically involved in high workload phases of flight. Consequently, we can expect some
connections between subjective ratings and the pilot and pilot/vehicle system dynamics and performance.
These connections are intrinsically empirical, and correlations are made somewhat awkward because the
rating scale is ordinal. The latter point can be circumvented because the Cooper-Harper scale can be
related to an interval scale (Ref. 95), thereby permitting the use of parametric statistics when using
and discussing ratings. There are many other features of pilot ratings that are important to the analyst
these are well covered from the pilot's viewpoint in Re'f. 93, and from a theoretical standpoint in Ref. 9".

When the tasks being rated can be treated as frozen conditions or are otherwise more or less time
stationary (if orly for a short interval), a general form of rating functional which explici.tly contains
some, and implicitly contains all, of the desired features is given by:
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Mission/Task Pilot Workload
Performance

Dominant Aircraft Pilot Activity Pilot Equalization
Motion Quantities (Scale of (Dynamic Qualityand Task Measures Pilot Effort) of Pilot Effort)

-- dlyPIdB
R R X i qi 8 2 ;. . . . ( 9 )

ki,3,k

The subscript notation used here implies that i C I
AIRCRAFT DEMANDS ON THE PLOT PILOT

CHARACTERISTICS IN SELECTED TASK OR RTOUIAEO OPERATION* RATING motion and task me"sures are controlled by k E K

pilot loops actuating J E J control points. As dis-
,-Ody ,played in Eq. 39 the functional form is general
I , 2 enough to include the existing (e.g., Refs. 94-1O0)
I,,-,Some,, ..4 ,approaches to quantitative flying qualities rating

~T~A~,~,~,t~.T ts 3S,$TG criteria functions. The key closed-loop system
quantities in the rating functional are measures of

,,,t, l,,.e, rntT .,4c ai. Ir mission and task performance. These are conveniently

u ,,a , ;t¢ , A ,o,0 aneq~.",. described by a set of dominant weighted (via Ai) air-
d.,,Ieoe odeUS¢o...,woo. craft moticn deviations and total task accuracy or
V .y beI.A0ASb~t A . ,e ,,oJTI.t¢iT.,letq,, error indications.

A00(iOf,oM J.oi.e.,tn The pilot activity component of pilot effort,
MA:o, .T cT0C.Tl I0,T ,'T OIC, 0,TI'00 . [7, b3, is particularly dependent on the level of pilot

Co,wv. o Ji, ol.,0.A gain. For a given gain, .2 increases directly with
M' Or A~,C IAo, oo',ol gust disturbance spectrum 9mplitude and remnant

,ci ceoo OflI' I.0n,,$,S.,oid amplitude. Accordingly, both and the qT quanti-
t , etCoo ties will reflect turbulence and remnant levels.

The pilot equalization component o, pilot work-
10 load is represented in Eq. 39 by the slope (in dB

E M ,per octave or decade) of the pilot's amplitude ratio
evaluated at a particular frequency (generally near
crossover). This is by no means the only measure

• o...... o .... ., ° o, , . available to describe the dynamic quality of the

pilot's effort. References 96-100, for example, use
pilot lead time constants as measures; for particular
situations with a sufficient data base, this may be

Figure 25. Cooper-Harper Handling a desirable alternative. Then, the rating functional
Qualities Rating Scale can take a form such as illustrated in Fig. 26.
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Unfortunately, there do not now exist for all closed-loop tasks sct 
1 f pilot rating, system perfor-

.ance, and pilot equalization data. Consequent4, for many situations qea must rely on available correla-
tions whieh do nof include quantities like the q'.

V

The pilot adapts to the vehicle and forcing function characteristics. He therefore reflects in his
adapted dessribing function forn many, if not all, of the vehicle dynamic characteristics and closed-loop
pilotvehicle system properties. Consequently, as a first approximation, a functional relationship can be
set up between pi~vt ratings and the objective system factors in terms of the pilot dynamic characteristics
alone. In this connection, it has been found that the dominant rating-sensitive pilot parameters are the
low-frequency lead equalization and the crossover gain. Typical relations of this nature are shown in
Fig. 2j. These can be used directly to estimate pilot rating once the pilot dynamics estimates are made.
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figure 7. Pilot Rating Decrements as Functions of Lead Equalization and Gain

The descriptive phrases listed under "Demands on the Pilot in Selected Task or Required Operation" in
the Cooper-Harper Scale (Aig. ) directly parallel the coi-.alations with pilot lead equalization. There
is also a strong connotatisn of increasing pldot effort and w- r'load in the scale phrases. But, workload
is difficult to define and, consequently, to quantif.. In the spirit of offering a general definition
i.hich can be measured and predicted, it has been suggested (Ref. I01) that workload margin be defined as
the ability (or capacity) to accomplish additional (expected or unexpected) tasks. For exarlile, the pilot
opinion rating scale satisfies this definitio, up to its "uncontrollable" limit point. Furthermore, a
number of auxiliary taskV also satisyj this definition of workload in that the decrements in auxiliary
tas,. scores give an index of demand on the primar* task. One particular measure offers, at the moment,
unusual promise in integrating many of the neasures into one basic context. This is excess control capa-
2it, a maJor connector with pilot rating and main task effective time delay(s).

The notion that. among the causal factors of pilot rating is the pilot's attention or effort need-d to
maintain perlormance i.; supported by an experiment which measured a parameter uniquely related to excess
Pontrol eapacty (Ref. 9 ). A secondary subcritical tracking task was used to "load" the pilot so that
his performance on the primary task began to deteriorate. A block diagram of these tasks is shown in
Fig. f. The difficulty of the secondary tack was made
proportional to primary task performance. Thus, w.hen
the pilot was keeping primary task error performance
less than a criterion value, the secondary task diffi-
culty war, automatically increased by increasing the
rate of divergence of the secondary instability. Con-
versely, when the pilot was so busy with the secondary
task that nrimary error was larger than the criterion EvYalae t(Ptch)
valne, the secondary task difficulty automatically
decreased. The final stationary level of secondary I Pilot 3 a ecs (RoI)
difficulty was determined by the sensitivity of the
primary task performance to loading. The final"score" I L 2
is -S, the stationary value of the secondary unstable
pole (!) in rad/sec. The scores obtained from this
cross-coupled secondary task represent its degree of
difficulty; consequently, they also represent the .X
"degree of ease" of the primary task or the excess lee l .- , ,XF
control capacity available with respect to the pri- 5s+i
mary task.

ec
The achievement of the critical limiting 

score for

which 1c )/te in the cross-coupled secondary task
indicates a condition of maximum available excess con- Figure 28. Single-Loop Primary Task with
trol capacity. We speak of the secondary task as a Secondary Cross-Coupled Loading Task
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"critical" task in this limiting case where Te is the sole determinant of system stability. Thus, any
activity by the pilot which demands an increase on Te on the whole task can be expected to prevent him
from achieving his critical limiting score on the cross-coupled secondary task.

Secondary scores obtained for a variety of pri-
mary controlled elements are presented in Ref. 9l.
Figure 29 shows how the scores for the best gain
configurations of each controlled element compare
with the Cooper ratings. The agreement is extremely 10 08 0.60. 02 0 -X;i .cAtentionol Workload
good. Even the subcritical task itself in the role 0 0.2 0.4 06 0.8 I )4/XcExcess Control Capacity
of the primary task, which has been a notable cul- I I I I o X
prit in other correlations, seems to be correlated ILThe Critical Limiting Score
linearly with the other data. In Fig. 29 a score

s = 0 corresponds to 100 percent of the pilot's
attention being devoted to the primary task or no 3[
excess control capacity, whereas a limiting score C .
(s -5) means that no attention is required to '6
maintain primary task performance or that 100 per- 5[

cent excess control capacity is available. a 6
0

These limited experimental data offer a corn- U 7'-
palling direct connection of pilot rating to 8
measures of workload, thereby quantifying ordinal
scale pilot ratings in these workload terms for 9 0 / I 6

continuous control tasks. The particular experi- Xs(rad/sec)
ment on which these nice correlations are based
is, unfortunately, difficult to perform and general-
ize. A simpler form wherein the side task is not
cross-coupled but instead is used to set a series Figure 29. Subjective Pilot Rating Versus
of subsidiary workload levels, each calibrated by First-Order Cross-Coupled
a value of )s, is much easier to apply. Instability Score
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CMAKER V

QUASI-L1nAR M9DEL FOR COMPNSATORY MUTIL00P SYSTJMS

The multiloop systrtit pi]fb models discussed in this chapter are fundamentally extensions of the quasi-
linear models for compensatry single-loop systems treated in Chapter IV. To ease the transition from the
single-loop case we vill first describe some of the needs for multiloop control in aircraft. This will be
followed by a reviei, of the data base for visual inputs. A continuous-attention multiloop model for non-
scanning visuel situations is then presented, with emphasis on the adjustment of the multiloop structure.
This basic multiloop model has several variants, depending on the nature of its perceptual stages in a
particular instance or, in plain words, dcpending on how much scanning is involved. The first modifica-
tion to the multiloop model lakes scanning into account in a first-order fashion via modifications to loop
gains and remnant.

The second modification to the basic multiloop model differs from the first in that the feedbacks
derive from proprioceptive-vestibular signals associated with vehicle motion. This is essentially a parti-
cular "multimodality" model where pilot motion inputs join vision in providing control cues on which the
pilot can operate.

Unlike the single-loop models which are based on three decades of evolutionary improvement, some features
and adjustment rules for the multiloop models are quite new and not yet firmly based on extensive data. Con-
sequently, ue can expect much that is written here to change in the next few years. Perhaps nowhere is this
more likely to occur than with the very tentative connections of multiloop pilot dynamics with pilot rating
described in the section of the chapter. Nonetheless, the quasi-linear pilot models for multiloop systems
described here "fly" tracking stages (via multiloop describing functions which close loops about the air-
plane), introduce pilot-induced noise (remnant) in the process, look about to gather information and,
incidentally, add more noise (scain-ig traffic and scanning remnant-, have some workload margir (excess
control capacity), and "speak" rationally (pilot rating).

A. ED JIR MULTILOOP CONTROL

At the outset it is desirable to define what we mean by multiloop. This can, perhaps, best be accom-
plished with the aid of Fig. 10 (Ref. r7). The first block diagram, Fig. 7Oa, depicts the single-loop
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Figure ,0. ,xamples of Single and Multiloop Manual Control Systems
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configuration. The second system shown consists of two single-loj, compensatory systems with no coupling
in the controlled element. A typical example of such a riultiaxis situation is longitadinal and lateral
stabilization of an aircraft in straight, wings-level, horizontal flight using aileron and elevator. A
number of the studies contained in Table C were for controlled elcments of this nature (Refs. !9, 16-Is,
2 , 62-64, and 69). This multiple single-loop structure was assumed (for data analysis purposes) and "
demonstrated to be appropriate (as based on data results) for these cases. Multiloop systems differ from
multiple single-loop systems in that interaxis coupling is inherent in tne controller or the controlled
element dynamics, as indicated in Fig. 7Oc-f. These kinds of systems represent a higher level of pilot,'
vehicle complexity but are, nonetheless, required for many piloting tasks.

Fundamentally, there are three inspirLtions for multiloop control. The first is a desire to exert
control over more than one variable; in general, this requires one point of ontrol alelcation per cozn-
trol variable as well as meeting controllability and observability limitations. Althcugh this desire could
hypothetically be met %ith multiple single-loop systems, a true multiloop k.ontr... is often the practical
result.

The secnd reason is the use of auxiliary quantities (controlled element outputs) as feedbacks in lieu
of series compensation of primary quantities. Conman examples of thi" parallel (feedbazk.) e iatization are
the use of pitch attitude (instead of altitude rate) to supply path damping in an altitude c;.ntrol system,
and bank angle (instead of heading rate) to provide path damping for a heading control system. Often, the
auxiliary feedback will have advantages in other respects. For instance, it may provide a more stable
feedba-k for other than the primary modes considered, may be easier to sense, may suffer less from noise
contamination, or may be itself a suitable outer-loop feedbaci for some flight control system mode. For
piloted control systems, the auxiliary feedback in lieu of series cot.ensatiu.i ;an be profoundly important.
This is perhaps best appreciated by recalling that pilot generation of lead equalization inur., penalties
in incremental timth delay, increased remnant, decreased saytem performance, increased pilot tork.load, and
poorer pilot ratings.

The third rea;on for multilooD control is to ahieve coupling or lec:oupling purposes. This is a modi-
fication o: the effective 2ontrolled element transfer function numerators by aaxiliar.. -,trol trot. another
control point.

Because this list of inspirations for multiloop control is particularly favorable for manual control,
piloted situations may more often be multiloop than corresponding automatic conditions.

The key to multiloop pilot models and actions is also the first fundamental conceit of pilot'vehicle
analysis: that the pilot "onstructs" feedback loos about the effective 'trolled element. The feedbace
quantities actually selected by the pilot will be those necessari to zatizf. the aidnne und zontrol needs

and certain pilot-centereI re luirements. The guidance
and control needs are citaation-specific. Satisfac-
tion of these needs always involvez a task- or purpose-
centered outer loop, with pozzible sibsidiary inner-

CArAGORY A TASKS (Ropd Maneuveing, Peson Trtcrg, loop and other axis cocures as i.?eded to mae the
Precise Flight Potth Controt )

principal feedbac.s wor.. Examples of appropriate
outer and subsidiary loo, ztructures for typical pre-

- -- - - ----- P.8, 'Po je c cision tracking and precise flight yath control tasks
" I Poll Ae (lteral Error) are given in Fig. 7 1. Illustrated there are system

-- A/C Sght configurations pertinent to air-to-air combat and/or
C- -weapon delivery and to fomation flight. The task and

- (Vertical Error) purpose-centered outer loops are zho~n Lth solid lines--------- Jc (o ) in this figure, ,.hereas the subsidiary inner loops are

shown with dashed lines. For the tasks noted, the
a) Offensive Air-to-Alir Combot or on Air-Io-Ground figures may not contain all the inner loops and they

Weapon Delivery do not indicate the crossfeeds or other-axis closures

which might be desirable from the standpoint of gui-
',], dance and control needs. These additional features are,

- I_--more often than not, highly vehicle-specific. None-
A/C n, Normal cceleroton theless, the unlabeled blocks, each of which represents
nC .. pilot actions and thus a describing function, are suffi-

. Pde ciently large in number to imply an enormously complex
j .analysis and measurement situation. Fortunately, the

b) Defensive Air-to-Air Combo analytical compexity is more apparent than real, since
there are efficient analytical techniques available
specifically designed to handle these types of systems1 (Ref. 102).

In multiloop pilot/aircraft control systems, the
.- ] essential features of the system structures are the

He drig feedbacks themselves and their equalization. For suc-
1- A/C ^,cessful systems, i.e., systems which demonstrate uni-

Spatal Positio form, reliable, high-quality performance in a given
___ -- , P,ich Relative task, etc., the possible feedback structures are veryfl T Position limited. They derive primarily from guidance, control,

L --------------- J ( ..... and regulation demands, and secondarily from dynamic

c/ Formotion Flight response characteristics desired by the pilot. From
the systems view it is the satisfaction of these require-
ments that is important rather than the means employed.

Figure 31. Illustration of Outer and Subsidiary In other words, the feedback loops closed is the cen-
Loops for Typical Precision Tracking and tral issue, whether the closures are accomplished auto-

Precise Flight Path Control Tasks matically or manually.
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Stated verbally, the key guidance and control requirements for most pilot/aircraft precision control
tasks may include:

* Establish and trvintain the aircraft on some specified spatial pathway or beam (e.g.,
localizer and glide path).

* Reduce flight path errors to zero in a stable, well-damped, and rapidly responding
anner.

* Establish a (perhaps accelerating) equilibrium flight condition.

* Limit the speed or angle of attack excursio is f'rom this established equilibrium
flight condition.

The regulation requirements are similar, i.e.:

• Maintain the established flight path in the presence of disturbances such as gusts,
crosswinds, and wind shears.

* Provide a dogree of short-time attitude stability in the presence of disturbances.

These re juirements relate primarily to the relatively low-frequency path modes of the pilvt/aircraft system.
In essence, they define outer control loops invlving those vehicle motion quantitie, which define the
desired eililibri st state of motion. More often ti.an not, such outer loops, ihen closed abo-t urmodified
airc raft dynamics, do not result in stable, .el.-damped, rapidly responding systems. Instead, as already
remarked, e yalization of either a series or a parallel nature is needed to assist. Parallel equalization
is most cornon and is achieved by the use of inner loops which feed bac" such quantities as attitude,
angAlar velocit,., and sometimes linear a,celeration. These inner loops dominate the high-frequency char-
acteristics of the aircraft/controller system.

B. MULTILOOP DATA BASE

The data Lace available for the conctruotion k..f mathematical pilot models for maltiLo,,p ccmpernsatory
situations ith visual int.ut.s is given in Table _ . Because of the instrurental easurement and analyti-al
lifficlties (,Ref. ')) inherent i.. finding unique pilot describing functions in multiloop systems, only
these three studies have been accomplished. However, their combined scope is sufficient to cover tiany
cases of pilot 'aircraft sy:tei, interest, both laterall, and longituinally. Several other experimental
seriez avoid oome of the .eas Arevent and analysis difficulties by assuming adjustable fixed-for- pilot
characteristizz (e.g., Refs. 100, 10 -I0)). These provide useful, and in some ases definitive, data even
tholugh the pilot 4yn-:rcic Aharact'risticz are not unirlely defined.

Another aspect of tre Table ) data .hich sienificantly enhancez their atilit,, and broadens their scope
iz that each series -..a.- preced-d by an eztenzive pre-experimental analysis ativity. These preliminary
stadiez estimated the .filet anmic and pilot; ehi e syutem Jpynamics and performance before the experi-
ments were condicted ising the then best available version of the mAltilocp pilot model. The estimates
.,ere osed both to help configure critical aspects of Lhe experiments and as the basis for tie setup of
anal.g pilots to perit the assessm-iit of :ieasurement and data analysis techniques. iifter the experiments
hal been completed and tne data ana!y.el, it .;as poscibie to compare the pre-experimertal estimates with
the act .l exerimental results. Difference, betcen e/pectation and realization then ead tQ rectifica-
tion in ternv of the model, as -ell a, to a ore direct Understanding of the results. 'h)s application of
ilot,'vehicle ,ystem analisis to proide a pre-experimental estimate of 4hat to expect and -,or post-

experimental rationalization of lat occured i., of couirse, one of the ptincipal uses of pilotvehicle
analysiz; but nowhere is this more advantageous than ;hrn dealing ith ne. model development.

C. MJLTILOOP VISUAL COMPENSATORY SYSTE4 PILOT MODEL

A,- a co w+1.enoe of the kinds of sztdles refPrred to in the last seotion, a serisA of adbllit-pnt rules

similar to those uczd for the single-l,op model can be stated. These are listed bow.

i. The muitiloop situation with full visual field is similar to that shown in Fig. V,
if the signals i, e, c, and m are interpreted as vector quantities, and with the
Jnderstanding that the perceptual portions of the central elements for each stimulus
used operate in parallel.

2. The feedback quantities available to the pilot for possible use consist of those:

a. Directly sensed within the general visual field.

b. Observable via visual displays.

c. Directly sensed using modalities other than vision.

Quantities which can be perceied from the full visual field or other modalities
will show no scanning penalties whereas those which require instrument scan or modi-
fication of the eye fixation point will introduce decrements (described later).

3. The feedback loops preferred are those which:

a. Can be closed with minimum pilot equalization.

b. Require minimum scanning to sense the feedback quantity.

c. Permit wide latitude in the pilot's adapted characteristics.
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TABLE 9. SM?.ARY OF MULTILOOP, VISUAL, COMPENSATORY SYSTE24 DESCRIBING FUNCTION AIM RE4NANP DATA

INVESTIGATOR CONTROLLED ELMENT DYM4ICS GENERAL RESULS AND RDWKS
AND CONTROL TASK(S) GENERA__RESULTSA___ REMARKS

SinuI-input, two-control point, 1. Single-loop pilot model is applicable to
integrated display aircraft multiloop system command (outer) loop and,
lateral control. with possible re ervation, to inner loops

Bank angle tracking with good as well.
lateral (roll subsidence I/TR 1 5) 2. When several feedback possibilities are pre-

Stapleford, dynamics and 3 different levels of sent, the pilot will select those which per-
McRuer, and dutch roll damping ratios: mit best dynamic performance with least

Magdaleno 0.7 (single-loop control), pilot equalization and effort.
(Ref. -7) 4; D =-0.075 (marginal 3. Control crossfeeds were adopted to reduce

multiloop required), PR 1 6; and inadvertent vscillation of subsidiary mode.
--0.35 (near multiloop control 4. Pilot outer-loop dynamics for all config-

limits), PR 1 8. urations were similar, but ratings degraded
Effective system was Fig. 0f with as required level of multiloop activity

i Yp-2 = 0. increased.

Two-input, single-control point, 1. Attitude-alone (single-loop task) and atti-
integrated display, aircraft tude inner-loop (multiloop task) closures

Stapleford, longitudinal control. Altitude were very similar.
Craig, and (approach) control in the presence 2. Successive closure of single-loop models
Tennant of attitude and gust disturbances. are appropriate for multiloop situations.
(Ref. 69) Effective system was Fig. Od. '7. Series (Fig. 3Od) closure model is most

appropriate in that describing function
data then take their simplest form.

Single-loop, single-control point, I. Pitch atti ude-alone data are consistent
integrated disp]ay, pitch attitude with singie-loop model, but lower in gain
control; effective system Fig. 10. than the Ref. 69 results.

2 single-loop, two-control point, 2. Data for pitch attitude-alone, flight direc-
integrated (flight director) plus tor all-axis control, and one longitudinal
full panel display all-axis control cases are reasonably well fitted by
approach task; effective system crossover model fons.
Fig. 7Ob with scanning added. . The two pilot subjects exhibited different

Multi-input, single-control point, styles: relative]y low-gain inner and high-
full panel display, longitudinal gain outer loops as contrasted to high-gain

Weir and approach control in the presence inner and low-gain outer loops.
4cRuer of attitude and gust disturbances .. Results were consistent with satisfying

(Ref. 10) (lateral axec under autopilot con- the guidance and control requirements.trol); effective system Fig. 1Od . Series (rig. 2ed) ztrictures appear per-
with scanning added. tinent for both lateral and longitudinal

Multi-input, two-control point, full control operations.
panel display, all-axis approach (. Both inner and outer loop gains for this
task with attitude and gust dis- study were lower than the comparable
turoancesz; effective systems for Ref. 69 results.
lateral and longitudinal each 7. The major contributor to remnant appears
correspond to Fig. 'Od with scan- to be inner-loop operation.
ning added.

Eye movements measured as well as
d:,nami, properties.

Where distinct inner- and outer-loop closures can be defined by ordering the band-
w3dths (e.g., the higher the bandwidth, the more inner the loop), a series multiloop
structure applies.

5. Pilot equalization for the outer loop of multiloop systems is adjusted per the cross-
over model, with the proviso that the effective controlled element transfer function
include the effects of all the inner-loop closures. The crossover model is also
directly applicable to many inner-loop closures.

. Crossfeeds are cor.monly adopted by the pilot to directly negate the excitation of
subsidiary coupled modes.

7. The adjustment of the variable ga .ns in each of the loops is, in general, such aj to
achieve basically simple (i.e., effectitely second- or third-order) well-damped domi-
nant modes, and nearly uncoupled sets cf aircraft responses. Outer-loop gains, in
particular, may be lower than maximum landwidth for this reason.

1. When scanning is not nuesent, the remn.it is primarily associated with the inner loop
and is essentially -.14 same as that for a single-loop system equivalent to the inner
loop alone. (Scanning remnant is discussed below.)
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Although scanning is avoided where possible, multiple fixations are sometimes required to sense the
approrriate controlled element output quantities. The basic process of scanning during multiloop control
tasks, sampling the fixated and parafoveal information, and reconstructing the scanned signal is very
complex and little understood in detail. However, the essence of past work in this area (Refs. 91, 103o
110-11'4) shows that in the process of extracting the feedback information from the displays:

I. A fairly stationary scanning strategy evolves for a given task and full field/
instrument array.

2. The pilot's output control nmtions are much more continuous than a discrete sampling
of input signals coincident with eye fixations would seem to imply from the pure
stimulus-response sequence.

. The first-order effects of scanning are to reduce the pilot gain and increase remnant
in the scanned channels.

The development of m=ltiloop pilot models complete with scanning effects has gone through several
stages of theoreti.al analysis and experimental validatioz,. Many of the phenomena observed empirically
an be modeled theoretically with two different multi-input, multi-output pilot model forms called,

respectively, the "switched gain" model and the "reconstruction hold" model. The current version of these
models is des:ribed in Ref. 106. We shall consider here the gist of the switched gain model only, because
it is appropriate to most crticAl multiloop piloting situat.ons where scanning is relatively limited.
This model is also conceptually the simpler of the two.

This form cf scanning model is termed z.witched gain because it incorporates a quasi-random, finite-
1well sampling or switching process between the pilot's foveal gain and his effective parafoveal gain on
each of the zeveral displays involved. Figure 72 illustrates the model with a block diagram. The foveal
rath is c lced during the foveal dwell interval, and the parafoveal path is closed during the foveal inter-
rapt interval. Each of these raths 6ill, in general, exhibit different gains, equalization and effective
time Jela s before the paths are combined in the higher neural centers to send a signal to the actuation
describing function.

S oeHUMAN PILOT-
Parotoveal Prce ,- nij Noise U

I i Porafoveol

I I ___ j £aJ h'tion

S i -- Describing
Function - -

One L Ouasi- Random I
Among 'Finite Dwell
Several Somplinq Process Controlled
Displays i ,! Foveal Interrupt Element

t e ed I" Interval (I-)f Residual Actuation m
Yd oval Rmnan Describ-ng Y" l :" )...FoveoIJ"

in I Dwell Interval, 77Ts

\Average Sampling
Interval T with

S --- Sid Devoion,aTS I
I I Foveal
I Equalization

IDescribing
Function

jFovel Processng Nois

Figure .1. "Switched Gain" Multiaxis Scanning Model for Compensatory
Multiaxis Tracking with One Among Several Displays

The conceptual block diagram in Fig. ,2 can be remarkabli simplified by recalling (Ref. 114) that
iuasi-randomly sampled and processed signal an be modeled by. 1) replacing the sampling or switching
proLess bU a continuous transmi.ssion path, and Z) adding an uncorrelatd wideban noise process which has
a power-spectral density proportional to the variance of the (displayed) signal before samplinL Since
t!,e quasi-random scanning process has a finite foveal dwell interval, the wideband noise process will
exhibit a low-pass power spectrum with a first-order break frequency which is inversely proportional to
the average fove 7 1well interval (Ref. 112). The power-spectral density of this foveal/parafoveal
switched gain scanning remnant is given in simplified terms by:
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where:

a2 is mean-squared value of the signal scanned

Ts is mean scanning interval

"e is effective dwell fraction = Tde/Ts

Tde  is effective dwell interval

oTs is standard deviation in T.

(I - 6) is approximately oT./Ts, the scanning variability retio

Measurements of this switched gain remnant in Ref. 91 have shown that it is so predominant compared with
the other sourced of remnant that the other sources cannot even be identified. This makes for great simpli-
fication of the remnant in the equivalent switched gain model.

Representation of the pilot's describing function in the oditched gain model can also be greatly -impli-
fled. The foveal gain exceeds the parafoveal gain in all measurements which have been made (Refs. 91, 110-
111). This is probably because of the large displacement and increased rate thresholds in parafoveal p~r-
ception by comparison with foveal perception. The switched gain model is represented simply by multiplying
the ratio of parafoveal gain to foveal gain (r) by the interrupt fraction (I - tj) and adding the product to
the dwell fraction (r) to obtain the effective dwell fraction, viz.:

',e -- , + O - 0) (1.)

where . .p/.<f rat., of crossover gains for continuous parafovea. tracking relative to continuous foveal
tracking (0 " 2 < I). The effective crossover gain for the equivalent switched gain model for one fovcal/
parafoveal channel in X.e~kf, where icf Is the foveal crossover gain in continuous single-axis tracking of
the same display an' controlled element constraineO by the same task variables. (For a step-by-step appli-
cation of the scaU'.ing model see Ref. 137.)

There are no apparent phase penalties associated with switched gain scanning as long as ;arafoveal per-
ception is not completely inhibited. Inhibitior. can occur eitter by requiring a multitude of different
widely-separated fixations with a time constraint or by indicing "tunnel vision" on one or two displays.
Even so, measurements reported in Ref. 91, where parafoveal perception was inhibited by blanking the
parafoveally-viewed display, show only small effective time delay increments (Ats) on the order of 0.0> to
0.11 sec attributable to scanning as the parafoveal-to-foveal gai, ratio (f,) approached zero.

The switrhed gain model has been quite successful in modeling behavior on a main task in laboratory
experiments with induced natural scanning between a primary tracking tasK and a secondarj subcritical track-
ing task (Ref. 91) and on foveal and parafoveally-viewed displays (Refs. 110-i11). For most critical multi-
loop aircraft control tasks the scanning involved ordinarily needs to consider only two or three major
elements (e.g., other aircraft in tail chase, own wing man) within the scan pattern, so this model should
be very useful.

The principal effects of scanning are thus seen to be loop gain reductions and remnant increases. Both
factors separately degrade performance, and their combined effect can be devastating. Limiting conditions
of complete saturation can readily be approached when only a very few loop closures are achieved via
scanning.

D. MWLTIMODALITY PILOT MODEL CHARACTERISTICS

The description of pilot dynamics to this point has explicitly assumed fixed-base conditions. Many
important piloting tasks include accelerating and rotating flight. Consequently, the effects of motion
cues on the pilot's dynamic response can be very important. Generally speaking, these can be divided into
five categories:

* The motion may provide an alerting and triggering stimulus which activates an internal
command generator. This operates in conjunction with the parallel quasi-optimal con-
trol path of the dual-mode model (next chapter). It is perhaps most important for
recovery maneuvers.

* Motions indicative of status, such as buffet or stick shaking, provide alerting and
a consequent increase in neuromuscular tension. This has the effect of reducing the
effective time delay in the neuromuscular system, Tw4, thereby permitting the pilot
to operate with a higher gatn.

* Essentially steady-state, moderate g levels can improve the pilot's dynamic response
potential via a neuromuscular tension increase similar in effect to that noted above.
At higher g levels the pilot's dynamic capabilities are generally degraded, e.g.,
gains are decreased.
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* Motion effects which conflict with the vsual modality can cause illusions which
distort the pilot's perception of the state of affairs. These can be so severe
as to affect the pilot's control capability (Refs. 74 and 115).

* The vehicle motions sensed by the pilot are used as the basis for closed-loop

control (Ref. 70).

The first three of the effects noted above are taken care of in the multiloop model described above
either as a stimulus or as an adjustment in one of the model parameters. The last two effects are more
complicated and require more extended discussion. For this purpose, we will draw heavily on Ref. 70,
which, in turn, relies extensively on data from Refs. 116 and 117. To start, recognize that the pilot
contains neurological elements capable of sensing rotary and linear accelerations. The primary neurologi-
cal elements involved as sensors are in the vestibular apparatus, although other sensors and pathways may
also be involved.

The rotary motion sensor, usually associaed with the semicircular canals, has a basic second-order
response to angular velocity. As shown in Fig. 33a, it is in essence a highly overdamped angular accelero-

meter. Over the frequency range from 0.2 to 10 rad/sec,
the output signal is proportional to angular rate, so
the sensor can function as a "rate gyro." For pro-

Actual Subjective longed turning the signal washes out; thus, spurious
Angular . . . ..s 0 2  

I Ana sensations occur in steady rotations or when the turn-
Velocity (TI s+l(Ols.l) Wr  Velocity ing motion stops. The threshold element shown in

.. .IFig. 33a is somewhat of an oversimplification since
the threshold valve, (q, has both inter-axis and
initer-subject variability and is also dependent on

AXIS Ti(sec) wr(deg/sec) the magnitude and time character of the input accel-

Roll 6.5 32 eration. It is of the order of 1-3 deg per see, which
Pitch 5.3 2.6 is sufficiently low to assure the presence in the

pilot control loops of the rotary motion sensors in

Yaw 8.0 1.1 large -mplitude recovery maneuvers, yet perhaps large

enough to make closed-loop motion effects unimportant
o) Angulor Motion Sensing Dynomics for precision control near the stall.

Because the rotary motion-sensing apparatus gives
LnaSujci rise to P rate-cyro-like cue, the necessity for
Linear p 0 3 $' Subjective visually-generated attitude lead is reduced. This

Acceleration 067sd1 Acceleration is particularly important (and has been well demon-
strated in Ref. 70) when the effective controlled
element dynamics are K/s

2-like or worse. It is also

b) Lineor Motion Sensing Onomics vorth mentioning that the drimary effect of the rotary
motion feedback can be conrerted into an equivalent
visual-only or fixed-base situation. For instance,

Figure y. Angular and Linear Motion a fixed-base crossover model can be applied to moving-
Sensing Dynamics (Ref. 70) base tracking by modifying the effective time delay

and resulting crossover frequency. Specifically, the
phase lag is reduced roughly equivalent to a time delay
reduction of 0.1 to 0.2 see, and the magnitude of the

pilot describing function, Yp, is increased to provide a crossover frequency increase of 0.5 to 1.5 rad/sec.
This means of accountlng for the rotary motion cues is both effective and extremely simple to apply in
analysis.

The linear acceleration sensors are ordinarily associated with the utricles. Less is known about the
dynamics of this sensory apparatus, although the effective model between linear acceleration and the pilot's
output acting on that linear acceleration is indicated in Fig. 53b. The thresholds in this pathway are
very small, of the order of 0.01 g or less, and therefore have a negligible effect in most vehicular con-
trol situations. On the other hand, thu lag te cuunstant of about 215 sec is more often than not too
large for the signal to be useful. for continuous closed-loop control purposes. Further, the utility for
control purposes of acceleration cues is highly dependent on the pilot's location. Consequently, while
experiments have demonstrated the significant advantages of rotary cues for control purposes, only very
limited situations have done the same for linear accelerations (Ref. 118). Nonetheless, every situation
where a linear aceleration feedback of this .ature would be advantageous to the pilot shows some evidence
of its use. The point is that there are few such situations.

To structure a muiximodality multiloop pilot model, the mtion cue pathways illustrated in Fig. 3: 3,e
simply added to the vector version of Fig. 15.

In th ,iscuslon above, the linear and angular motion sen.-rs are treated as if they are parallel
pathways to --he visual modality. This is only part of the story, as is shown in Fig. 34. There, the
"nyztagmus crossfeeds" from the canals and utricle to the oculomotor system will be noted. The nystagnus
crossfeeds produce involuntary eye motions as a function of the excitation of the vestibular apparatus.
Such motions are important in disorientation and illusions which result from the initiation or sudden
cessation of large amplitude maneuver6. There are also other flight operations which have no ordinary
earthbound equivalent and which give rise to similar illusory phenomena. Several of these are of great
importane in producing conflicting cues for flight control. Some examples are given in Table 10. Most
of these thenomena have only qualitative connections 4ith even the most sophisticated versions of the
multimodality multiloop pilot model.
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--' TABLE 10. EXAM4PLES OF POSSIBLE MOTION ARTIFACTS IN THE PILOT/VEHICLE SYSTEM

VESTIBULAR SENSORS

• m " PR ImaR LY INVOLVED
SIUATION UTRICLE SEMICIRCULAR REMARKS

(Gu) CANALS los)

l of straight and level

Steady turn XX flight); Gs and Gu terms are
washed oudt.

Sensation opposite of turning;
SStraight and level after visual sensation of tilt. Gsc

steady turn and Gvc are dorminant in creat-;annl these sensations.

SSteady acceleration in hori- Sensation of nose-up change in

zontal flight, pushover from Xattitude.

steady climb

Deceleration XSenation of pitch-down changein attitude.

JCStraight and level alLer high

angular path (> 60 deg/sec) x Sensation of turning.
+ aerobatics

SStraight flight after long Nysta~nus, blurred vision,
- time high rate rolls reversal of background.

High-frequency pitching Blurred vision
rotations, etc.

L. MJAY"ILOP PILOT RATfNG CONLDERATIONA

~A number of schemes to obtain multiloop pilot ratings from single-loop considerations have been proposed
~(Ref. 37); at present the most promising (Ref. 119) is based on excess control capacity concepts. Assumoe
~~that the relationship between pilot rating and excess control capacity, n =- Xsc, given by Fig. 29 is
: applicable to each loop of a multiloop manual control system. Then, for each such loop a pilot ra~ir4g, R,
~can be estimated using the single-loop correlates previously discussed (Fig. 27) or, when available, ratingfunctionals like those in Fig. S and an excess control capacity, n, assigned accordingly.

TAL 10-E 4LS FPSIL MTO RIFCSI H.,LTn ICESSE
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Single-axis capacity, or attention, values can be combined to yield the combined axis value by a multi-
plication process (Ref. 120), i.e., the multiaxis excess capacity, Xnm, is given by the product of the
excess capacities for the individual axes:

m
nm = lXn1i (42)

and for R . A + BXn as a linear fit of the Fig. 29 data:

1m  = A + BX% A +BIIXni A + B (

1 m

Combined ratings are always greater than (or equal to) individual ratings, since combined Xn's are always
less than any individual Xn. Also, the maximum value of P. never exceeds A, i.e., for large Ri < A,
R (R-A) -0.

The lrical value for A is 10.0; B is determined, using the empirical data to be equal to -8.3. Thisresults in a good overall fit to all the available multiloop rating data (Ref. 119).
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MUPTER VI

RECONFIGURnIG MANUAL COMML SYST'.S:
BY SIGN AND BY PILOT ADAPTATION

In Chapter I the stage was set for Lubsequent elaborations by presenting some of the caveats which
historically confronted efforts to model the human pilot mathematically. This pessimism was based on the
human pilot's manifest ability to learn new modes of behavior and to adapt them to the changing demands of
the vehicle of which he was in control - an ability which is strongly nonlinear when compared with the
responses of the inanimate components of the control system. It is pilot abilities such as the foregoing
together with multimodal sensory perception and output behavior which lead to a number of possible control
loop structures for piloted vehicles in any given situation. Through higher-order processes, such as judg-
ment and memory, the pilot can evolve and modify his performance criteria, select relevant inputs, decide
between competing control loop structures, and optimize his fine-grained behavior with respect to several
criteria. Clearly, these are marvelous abilities, and, in fact, the reasons for the versatility and
effectiveness of manned control systems. Understanding this behavior can serve to develop rules for the
pilot/vehicle system analyst for selecting the pilot model appropriate to a given situation and c,' facili-
tate the development of system configurations which elicit and exploit this behavior. As we shah see,
this development is an activity shared between the designer and the pilot. In what follows we describe a
dual-channel controller and illustrate the compatibility of such a configuration with pilot behavior for
bth random-appearing and quasi-predictable inputs. A theory for the development of control skills is
developed, and the stages in this development related to known capabilities of pilots. Finally, the
behavior of the pilot in responding to transient inputs is placed within this context for skilled control.

A. S0O4E PROPMIES OF A DML-CFAMNIL CONTROLLER

The well-developed theory for pilot single-loop control behavior presented hitherto has treated the
pilot as if he were responding to information arising from e(ti alone. Precise input/output measurements
.ere made for this single input channel mode of
behavior, but these measurements were not capable
of dictinguishing different cognitive operations
which the pi~ot might elect to perform upon his I
inputs. In Chapters III and IV we showed how a -
model for neuromuscular control and actuation
could be developed from physiological data and
measurements on the intact, non-physiologically- e e
instrumented, pilot. We will now present models -

for the internal cognitive organization of the
pilot's information used for control.

Consider a situation in which both the for-
cing function, i(t), and the error, e(t), are
available for use in control. Figure 3r pre-
sents this situation, where Ypi operates in the Figure 35. A Dual-Channel Controller
input channel and YPe on the error channel.

If a systems analyst were presented the controller in Fig. 35, as an unknown to be identified, he would
proceed as discusseQ in Chapter III and compute describing functions, one of which we will call Y3.

-pim Yc(Ypi + Yp)
Yp = ie I - YcYp(

mo re the .ontroller responding to e(t) alone, i.e., Yp = 0, tnen Yp/Yc = YPe = Yp. In the dual-channel

mode the closed-loop, 14/I, and error/input describing funcfion, E/t, are the following:

M Yo
I I + Yo

(145)
Yc(Ypi + YPe)
1 + YcYpe

E
I I +yt

(46)
1 - YcYp1
I + YcYPe

Subject to the constraints imposed by stahilization demands we would like Yo to be very large so that
M!/ I ---I and IEI/ III -* 0. This could . accomplished if the block Ypi were "smart" enough to adjust
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itself so that YpiYc i. Increasing YP to achieve the sate end would be both potentially destabilizing
and an inefficient use of information. Por Ypi to be calibrated to Yc, functional knowledge of Ye would
have to be in Ypi'S "memory." This knowledge could be wired in or it could evolve with experience.

If the systems analyst were to suspect that he was measuring a controller capable of acting in a dual-
channel mode, he could ,make predictions about the form of Yf,. lie would expect the compensatory YPe to be
present and active if the controlled element were unstable or if the forcing function were such as inher-
ently to induce a remnant (e.g., random-appearing). In these events the YPe loop would have to be closed.
On the other hand, if the controller had a functional knowledge of Yc so as to compensate for system lags,
and knew i(t) sufficiently well to enable "'prediction" of its future course, YPe could be negligible for
varying intervals of time and YpiYc 1 1. A feedforward of this sort could exhibit prodigious performance
by acting on estimates of the future input to compensate for lags in itself and the plant under control.

The hypothetical behavior described has parallels in human pilot operationz. There are various means
by which this pilot dual-channel multimode behavior can be facilitated. In the following sections we will
review these means.

B. -M PURSUIT DISPLAY

The most direct means for helping the pilot become
a dual-channel controller - bearing in mind that the
dual channels are cognitive organizations of input --"PURSUER- Moving line,
information which can be facilitated and supported but Error Pipor cursor
not compelled by engineering design - is to present e(l) A -oigln
the necessary inputs to him. The pursuit display does output - -- -T or pip
this by presenting the pilot a moving target which he () or-" -
pursues in an effort to capture it w.th a cursor he ] +"-
commnands through the vehicle dynamics. Figure 76 is input\ Sttionary Reference
a schematic of this display. Three possible inputs it line or point
are illustrated in Fig. 16, but only two are indepen-
dent; so that the dual-channel model does not result in e(t)rm(tl)-i(t)
any loss of generality. Although the body of research
on pursuit display tracking for which dynamic meazure-
ments exist is limited, there are measurements from
which we can determine whether the pilot is capable of Figure 36. Pursuit Display
generating operations which enhance the performance of
a dual-channel controller.

I. Random-Appearing Inputs

In order Lo measure the elements in Fig. " onc must contrive situations which a priori make one or the
other block dominant (Refs. 21 and 121), make assumptions about the form of Ypi or Ype (Ref. 122), or intro-
duce an additional uncorrelated input so as to be able to solve for tvo unknown blocks (Refs. 67 and 7p).
The first approach has been used for data with a pure-gain controlled element for i , 1, rad/sec inputs;
with the assumption that since the task was quite easy and the error 4mall, signals fed back throagh YPe
were negligible. Under these circu.,istances measurements of M/I, the closed-loop transfer function, are
identical with measurements of the feedforward, Ypi, and the pure-gain plant. On Fig. 17a, the fidelity

-20 -- 20

LEGEND

0 -l - 0." ... , 00 -  0 Ypi (Experimentol Data)
I/Yc Yc 2 5/s(s-I5)

'Ypi 'YP1

-100 LEGEND -100
0 Yp,(12!)

A YPi (2 1)

-200 -200

i I I I I I I I
02 05 1,0 2.0 50 0.2 0.5 10 20 50

w(rod/sec) w(rod/sec)

Figure 7 . Ypi, Inferred, for Yc Kc Figure 7,7b. Indirectly Measured Ypi
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with which Ypi approximates Ye = K (0 dB, 0 deg phase) over a large range is remarkable. The data were
generated in different laboratories, but were analyzed to the same end - to determine whether Ypi could
be fit by an optimal linear predictor in the minimum mean-square sense which operated only upon the posi-
tion and velocity of the input signal. It was demonstrated (Refs. 21 and 121) that:

Ypi = (cL + f)e-Tpj w (47)

where the prediction interval, Ypjws . sec (hen + ,u~P -1
, was 0.2 see. When a/ was less than about 5J Yp Yc . As the task

increased in difficulty, the approximations which led A/'I * no longer held, since te error loop became
significant.

On the assumption that the feedback, Ype, in a dual channel does not differ significantly from the Yp
of a single-channel compensatory mode for the same subject with similar Yc and 'i, the feedforward for
the pursuit case can be determined as:

Y Ya - YcYp (L8)
P.B + Y))

Here, Yo is measured in the pursuit situation and Yp for the corresponding compensatory case.

This calculation has been made for several controlled elements. On Fig. 37b, which was generated using
an unstable second-order system, we note a close correpondence between predicted and computea Ypi magni-
tudes (Ref. 122). Certain data have indicated that when the pilot-generated feedforward cannot effect an
adequate prediction of i(t) so as to allow a lag-free inversion of Ye, a delay is present, i.e.:

YpiYc = e (49)

This effect accounts for the relatively poor rhas, match on Fig. 37b.

The substitution of Y1 for YPe in the calculations of Fig. '7b w;as justified by measurements using an
additional uncorrelated intut - the third technique (Ref. 67). That is, a disturbance, d(t), added to
c(t) in Fig. -5 served to specify:

Ype tic (5o)

and an open-loop describing function for the dual-channel controller, which can be designated Y p, was
specified by i(t):

o ic = YPi + YPe (51)
FP = 

1Tie- 1 - YcYpi

Equations 50 and 51 were then solved for Y,,, and Yi.i. The pilot's pursuit behavior was scarcely affected
by the additional input (Ref. 67). YPe exhibited a somewhat lower ut and greater pnase margin than Yp.This could account for some of the discrepancies in Fig. 37b.

2. Predictable Inputs

The most effn ctive operation of the feedforward requires that i(t) be predictable. As predictability
deteriorates, or involves more internal data processing, the lag in Eq. 49 becomes irreducible. Thus,
although Fig. 37a indicates only minor phase lags at frequencies less than L rad/sec, it is clear from
Eq. 47 that the prediction interval, Tp = 0.2 sec, must generate phase lags of increasing impact at higher
frequencies. The data at higher frequencies bear this out. The lags inherent in generating a prediction
of the input signal are analogous to the dynamic costs of low-frequency lead generation illustrated in
Fig. 15.

There exists in practice a large number of examples of quasi-predictable inputs which the pilot
might be able to reproduce with sufficient fidelity so as to minimize or perhaps eliminate these time
costs for predictions. Such inputs arise in a variety of piloting tasks. Examples are: following the
optical landing beam of an aircraft carrier plunging through deep ocean swells; compensating for low-
frequency, lightly-damped vehicle modes; fighting pilot-induced oscillations; terrain-following flight
over rolling countryside, etc. An example of such quasi-predictable inputs are the actual ship motion
tinge histories shown in Fig. 38. A carrier pilot would like to match perfectly the corresponding deck
motions with hs aircraft landing gear if this Qould be accomplished through adequate vehicle response
bandwidth and suitable displays and controls.

There are many examples of how well the pilot can match similar quasi-predictable motion. Pure sine-
waves or simple combinations of a few sinewaves are subjectively and actually clearly predictable and, as
such, thus provide an upper limit for the pilot's feedforward operation. A striking example of how well
the pilot can generate a prediction of i(t) is presented in Fig. 39, where the human continued to produce
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a highly similar, though phase-shifted, version of o . .
the original harmonic signal when he could no longer Ampliue20
see either i(t), e(t), or m(t) (Ref. 1214). Further W)01 I linear
evidence of such internal signal generatio)n is found 0 110

in Reft 123, 125, and 126). Input 0-

Data from the various previous studies of pure C, Ref.75 f&eewheeh/y $O2
sinewave tracking (Refs. 37, 75, and 127) can be 1iRe.127 Limil for I
coalesced and presented in describing function form -20 --..... - -01
to illustrate the pilot's ability in this extreme wb'iod/sec) to 10o

case of signal predictability (see Fig. 40). Limit-
ing conditions exist at the low-frequency end where 02 05 10 2 m1) 5 o

the signal's rate of change is so low as to require 50..
the pilot to ase the YPe loop for continual correc- PhOse

tion, and above -20 rad/sec where neuromuscular 
!deg) 01

limitations come into play. This range of high -50

fideiity in frequency generation (note the essen- .100
tially zero phase lags) is corroborated by a variety -Tpical
of pursuit lapping output studies in response to -150 crossover

either auditory or visual inputs (Ref. *5). It was -2oo Yc. K
found that the standard deviation of the time inter-
vals between i(t) and m(t), analogous to phase varia- -250

tions, ranged from 4 to 6 percent of the command -300,
tapping rate up to a commanded period of about 1 (,0/se)10

S00 Ms.

The foregoing can be summarized in the following Figure 40. Frequency Response Data for a Single
rules for pilot tracking of sinewave inputs. Sinewave Input at Various Frequencies

* In the region below about 0.5 Hz, it is advantageous to use a Ypj = I/Yc feedforward
operation, with YPe present for vernier corrections and remnant suppression. In
this region rhythms are hard to reproduce accurately. At very low frequencies
(below 0.1 Hz) the operator operates to reduce the error, i.e., uses the Ype com-
pensatory block solely.

* From 0.5 to about 1 .0 Hz, rhythm detection permits activation of an internal "pattern
generator" block, probably using proprioceptively perceived patterns. The feedforward
block, Ypi, aids in producing the "pattern generator" response. The compensatory
loop, Ype, can still be closed tightly to phase lock the output and suppress remnant.

" From about I to just under 2 Hz, the pattern generator loop is active, but as the
frequency exceeds the operator's compensatory crossover limit he must open the com-
pensatory loop to avoid exciting undue overshoot errors. In this region control
approaches ultimate predictive behavior with YPe acting intermittently to prevent
frequency drift, but unable to prevent random phase and amplitude errors.

* From about 2 Hz to the neuromuscular response limit of 5 to 10 Hlz, the operator only
uses an internal pattern generator loop to roughly approximate the displayed ampli-
tude and frequency, usually undershooting both.

Inputs can be scaled for subjective predictability along the dimension of signal shape or waveform
features and their "coherence" or waveform time variations; such scaling, however, is not highly developed.
This scaling of expected inputs would be helpful to the analyst and to the designer who might be able to
either specify or induce Ypi forms and control configurations appropriate to classes of signals. Because
of bheir apparent similarity to such practical inputs as are illustrated on Fig. 38, bandpassed random
noise provides an attractive idealization of an input of varying predictability. Examining its properties
could assist the analyst in predicting the performance of control systems. It has been found (Ref. 123)
that an effective rating for subjective predictability can be computed from the bandpass (half-power width),



A, and center frequency, fo, of the narrowband filter through which the random process is passed. The
properties of the ratio, v =A/fo, determine subjective predictability an follows:

Predictable v < 0.3

Non-predictable v > 0.8

For inputs with v < 0.3, there is evidence that the pilot generates a feedforward acting like a
Kalman filter predictor for Yc = Kc:

sin v e- J U(2

where I/To is the center frequency of the narrowband filter. The prediction interval, To, is the cost
imposed on the pilot by conditions under which he cannot internally generate the appropriate prediction
but must operate upon the signal instead.

3. Are Pursuit Displays Desirable?

Whether a designer should attempt to facilitate the generation by the pilot of a feedforward loop by
presenting him with a pursuit display is not an easily answered question. Ambiguities arise because the
physical display does not guarantee the extent to which the pilot will utilize tne added information
channels. Table 11 lists the available data comparing pursuit and compensatory displays for which describ-
ing functions have been measured. Such comparison data which are in the form of performance measures alone
have not been listed, because there is no way by uich the selected pilot control structure can be adduced.
For example, in Ref. 78 it was found that the influence of the Ypi loop was negligible in the control of
a Kc/s, and that YPe predominated. In other words, there was very little cognitive difference between a
physical compensatory and physical pursuit display under the measurement conditions. The performance data
confirmed this indifference, but without the dynamic data these performance measures would have been
uninterpretable. Comparisons based on relative mean-square error must be interpreted with care, because
theRilot may respond to additional control criteria. With this in mind we can review comparisons based
on e2/i4 from Refs. 21, 67, 78, and 127. The most definitive findings are for Yc = Kc where pursuit dis-
plays are saperior to compensatory displays in the range from I to 10 rad/sec. Outside this range, where
compensatory tracking is at all feasible the compensatory display is to be preferred. For Kc/s over the
range of measurements there is not much iifferencc based on performance measures alone. What little data
exists for Kc/s 2 indicate a slight preference for the pursuit display. There is, however, evidence that
the pilot requires less control movement for Kc/S 2 in the pursuit than compensatory configuration, and he
appears to like this condition.

Other bases for comparison between the two displays are presented in Table 12. As it can be seen,
there are many desiderata in selecting a control display configuration in addition to performance measures.
Perhaps the most important for aircraft applications is the indication of status information as well as
comaand and error present in the pursuit display.

TABLE 11

SUMMARY OF HUMAN DYNAMICS DATA FOR EXPLICIT PURSUIT DISPLAYS

NUMBER OF DIRECTLY
I TYPES OF ADDITIONAL NUMH OF TYPES OF COPARABL MARKS;IVESTIGATOR wDc.- lI,-UT RI1ARKS DISTURBANCE CONROLLED EM $ WITH EXPLICIT N1ER OF SBJECTS

APPEAR1IG INPUT C0ORPENSATORY
INPUTS DATA

Elkind I" rms; (sum of sine- (1), Ye - Kc, pencil-like
(Ref. 21) 20 .aves) No manipulator Yes 3

Wasicko, O.P" to I" rae; all (7), Yc K Kc, Kc/s, Kc/s 2

ItcRucr, and 5 inputs were present KC/s(s - 0.5)Magdalene 5 to 3 of the controlled No Kc/s(s - 1.5) Yes Ielements (sum of sine- Kc/[(s, O.25)/(s +5.0)2j(Ref. 127) waves) Lateral side stick

Allen 0.4" rma, 3.2 rad/sec, 2and Jex dominant frequency (2), Ks/s, Kc/s
(Ref. 67) o (UM Of sinewaves) Yes Lateral side stick Yes Obtained comments

Filtered noise,
Reid l 13, 1.4, 2.8 deg, (2), e, c/a DisturbanceRe. 7.8 r)d/se Yes Low inertia Yes Dituban

(Ref. 78) 3 inputs had high- Restraint free stick magnitude:input
frequency shelves manitude

Filtered noise
re 2 u - 1.2, 1.4, 2.5, No (), Yc Nc No(Ref. 121) an 2.8 rad/sec Force stick
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TABLE 12

COMPENSATORY VERSUS FJRSUIT DISPLAYS

COMPENSATORY PURSUIT

Advantages Advantages

1. Simple to build instruments, and to simu- 1. Shows more of available information; permits operator to adopt
late. Most reliable, separate control criteria for tracking versus regulation;

enhances the ability to control quasi-predictable inputs
2. Exranded scale possible; easy to detect

small errors. 2. Operator can develop a feedforward path (Ypi) operating directly
on the input to minimize the closed-loop errors. Results in

3. Simple to interpret; only one form of reduced Telf and higher overall system bandwidth, with lower
action and/or Yp is required, gain and fewer stability problems in the compensatory loop.

4. Can be easily optimized and equalized 3. Improved "couormability," i.e., a proper pursuit instrument is
usirt pilot/vehicle systems analysis, a closer analog to the visual field, permitting easier VFR and

I r transitions.
5. Only type feasible for pure regulation

tasks (e.g., suppress gust distur- 4. Less control motion required for higher-order controlled
bances). elements

Disadvantages Disadvantages

1. Cannot separate disturbances fra com- 1. Scaling set by largest input command; may result in errors being
mands; leads to conservative closed-loop too small to use effectively.
stability criteria and larger tracking
errors for low-frequency inputs. 2. larder to put inputs on instruments, e.g., maneurering target

position in space is hard to derive except from direct visual
2. Error may not agree with secondary cues field.

(e.g., normal accelerations versus e,
while tracking a maneuvering target). 3. No improvement for regulation against disturbances (for zero

inputs cases).
3. Cowmand patterns may be masked by

remnant-induced errors, thereby impeding 4. More difficult to interpret; Ypi and YPe involved.
improvements due to more effective signal
prediction. 5. More complex to build; less reliable.

C. SUCCESSIVE ORGANIZATIONS OF PERCEPTION

In the preceding discussion of the dual-input configuration we noted instances in which the pilot
responded to the input signal as if it were a trigger to release a stored or self-generated program. Such
instances occurred for the perfectly predictable sinewave or simple compound sinewave inputs. The pilot
acts as if the only signals he requires, once he is fully familiar with the input and controlled element
and knows when to bevin, are those generated by the proprioceptors involved in his control movements. The
level of skill is akin to that exhibited by a trained motorist applying controlled foot pressure to his
vehicle's brakes on seeing a red signal light ahead, or overtaking and passing another car. In these
examples the control skills conititute repertories of action which are called up at the appropriate moment
and released. In this manner a variety of different criteria can be realized. The controller may elect a
minimum effort maneuver, a minimum time maneuver, a minimum error maneuver, or he may apply his own rela-
tive w:eights to the foregoing and other considerations. As with any predictive control technique, this
type of behavior requires the rest of the world to maintain its position during the maneuver. If, for
example, after pulling out of the lane and drawing alongside of the car to be passed in a preprogrammed
maneuver the passing vehicle is confronted by a change in lateral position or a forward acceleration by the
vehicle being passed, deep trouble could result. It is the need to watch the rest of the world - or main-
tain an intermittent YPe - which can contribute apprehension and add to the workload of otherwise simple
tasks. If the Yro loop is olosed too tight!y about lateral position, for example, the skilled passing
maneuver is almost impossible to achieve. On the other hand, a monitoring mode is essential to prevent
disaster - however unlikely the contributing events may be. The kind of intermittent open-loop behavior
which we have been describing is called precognitive, and it represents the highest level in a progressive
development of motor skill by stages of information exploitatlon which are Successive Organizations of
Perception (SOP). The theory has been expounded elsewhere (Refs. 37, 74, 125, 128, and 129) and will only
be sumarized here. Figure 41, where remnants and disturbances have been omitted, will be useful in this
regard.

" The initial phase is the familiar compensatory display. The pilot is capable of
acting only in response to the error signal. Some analogies to this level of
skill are: a blind man feeling his way with a cane across stepping stones; a
motorist proceeding in a dense fog by hugging the cartway guideline; or a very
drunken motorist, having generated a dense internal fog, cautiously proceeding
by edging along the curb. The last is an example of a regression from a higher
to a lower level of skill.

* The second phase is an elaboration upon the dual-channel configuration which we
have discussed in detail. The additional channels are Ypp, the proprioceptive
feedback which is particularly useful in committing simple periodic inputs to a
memory of motor responses, and Yp,,, an operator on the system output. Although
a controller can conceivably develop all three of the transfer characteristics,
Ype, Ypi, Yp,, any two are adequate to describe the control process. An expli-
cit pursuit dibplay enables the pilot to more readily advance to the final
phase of skill.
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0 Th*. final or p' cognitive phase can be Hun Controlled
conveniently, but not usefully in terms Pilot Control Element
of operationally defined measurements, Input Error yp Ac t'on YC Output
conceived as a series of decision rule ,1ie O CFk-
algorithms and stored programs. Phase
three is the graceful or adept maneuver ut
mode of behavior - skilled gymnastic o) In/iol Phose: COMPENSAORY (Single Loop)
evolutions, batting a ball, etc. The
components are a stored repertory and a ----- --
knowledge of which cues to use in releas- HUMAN P1T
ing this repertory in a timely fashion. -
The open-loop sequences may be short, as I oo se-
a timely bang-bang control, or long as 'P Control I
in generating a synchronous sinewave. I I Ip Controlled

Hitherto we have emphasized the pilot's predic- arro I
tive ability as the essential element in achieving oe Y T
the state of precognitive grace - for however
briefly. It should be clear from the description
of precognitive control that an additional element,
the dynamics of programmed responses in the pilot's L- -----------------
repertory, must also be considered. These responses Feedb c
are those which may be called up while the pilot is
engaged in some form of steady-state behavior such b) Second Phose: PURSUIT tMulloop)
as continuous tracking or daydreaming. It has been
found (Ref. 74) that such combined transient and
stationary situations can adequately be modeled with LeonedResponses 1

a single input channel dual-mode structure such as Plevew "
tPaItern NPam

that shown in the simplified diagram of FCg. 42. To , C 1 I Mucular Controlled
represent a multiloop situation the signals shown in Oetector System Element
this block diagram could be considered as vector *ZJn d I 11 W,
quantities. The quasi-linear steady-state path is I We 46 L..J m
the one used for tracking random inputs or distur- I-
bances. It is the same model described in great .'i ]
detail in previous chapters. The feed~forward ele-I
men'toperates on the transient inputs provided i-Proto:m"2
either from the system, such as a random-occurring I. L
step sequence, or induced by an internal command L P - I LOT
repertory from the pilot. c) Fnol Pose: PRECOGNITIVE (Open-Loop)

The nature of the switching and the feedfor-
ward element is, in the simplest terms, such as to
divide the total pilot behavior into temporal
pl.ases, each having a different system organiza- Figure 41. The Three Main Phases in the Successive
uion. As an elementa.; example, consider the typi- Organization of Perception (SOP)
cal system step response shown in Fig. )3. In the
first or time delay phase, nothing happens. This
is followed by a rapid response phase and finally
by a more or less oscillatory error reduction
phase. The feedforward element provides the major Feedforword
component of the pilot's output, c, during the Element

rapid response phase. The quasi-linear steady-
state model is predominant in the error reduction Quosi-Lneor Controlled
phase (and in general during the time delay phase -- Sfeody-State + Element
if the system is continuously excited by random Model
disturbances or inputs other than the step assumed
here).

The output of the feedforward element for a
skilled pilot is peculiar to each controlled ele-
ment lorm. Some appreciation for this variation Figure 42. Structure of the Dual-Mode Model
with controlled element dynamics can be gained from
the responses shown in Fig. 41s. These are sample
large maneuver responses to step conmands for effec-
tive controlled elements given by Kc, Kc/s, Kc/3 2 ,
and Kc/S 5 , proceeding from left to right, respec- Forcing Function System Response
tively. The most important aspect immediately 7
apparent fro these data is the pulse-like bang- 1.0
bang nature of the stick deflection control move- |
ments. In fact, the pilot's control, c, is a
remarkably good approximation to the controller
properties of the nth order (n = 0 to 3), single-
input, sile-output, time-optimal control system ,/
with 1(tj) :L M. Here, the scaler, M, may repre- 01
sent either a physical limit on the stick deflec- e -
tion or, more likely in the piloted case, an Time Dely Error Reduction Phase
implicit restraint imposed by the pilot for the Phose Ropd Response Phase
giveni situation. Ideal time-optimal traces for
comparison with the actual piloted conditions are
sh,nn in Fig. 45. Figure 45. Typical System Step Response
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A dual-mode pilot maneuvering model which serves to explain all the available data is presented in
Fig. 4(. The nonlinear error sensing blocKs automatically route the error signal through the appropriate
channel based upon whether the error is greater or less than sone threshold magnitude of error) eT . The con-
tro! logic for each different controlled element and as a function of the error state, e[e=eol (e, 6, ... )],
is given in Table 13 for time-optimal response. Note that N, the constraint on the control input, is some
fur:tion of the step input height, controlled element gain, and its order. The decision logic model behaves
like a function switch (FSW) and accounts for the initial increase in the time delay (beyond that due to
quasi-linear tracking) in response to a step input.

F OPERATOR

III,

m F e c MsoSControl Ti I? .J... t..I
rDecison i Dela I I

Logic DTDO (t) I

I I t 2,to when LEFS±

=To( tost<to 'ri
=0 toIe rd St

e TimeNeuJomuscu.larrn- IC Controlled mn
- Delay 6 weT Equalization System Element

r Structural time-delay of the operator
eTz Error- thre,.- Id

Figure L6. Dual-Mode Controller Model

TABLE 13

C014TROL LOGIC FOR VARIOUS CON'TROLLED ELEMENTS

CONTROLLED ELEXEN CONTROL LOGIC

Kc (A/14Ke(t)

Kels 0(,,)

Kc/s2  6 + /21 e I sgn e

Kcls- e + + W66 + W((I/2) 
2 + W4J5/2

W +1 for (6 + (1/2)1I I} > 0

= -1 for (6 + (1/2f)ll 1 0 0

(Ref. 7.)

This same model is appropriate whle' the step function or other transient input is initiated "inside"
the pilot. In this instance, of cou.se, the internal stimulus is indiscernible; onlj the response after
any time delay can be seen. Yet the skilled pilot's output in programmed maneuvers exhibits at least the
timing of this dual-mode, quasi-time-optimal character.

The decision time delay called out in Fig. .6 includes the decision interval during which the pilot
deteimine6 the parameterd ol his preprogrammed response. This interval may contain wild fluctuations
under conditions of suddenly failing dampers, autopilots, or other controlled element transitions. An
extensive review of findings under such circumstances has been carried oui, (Ref. 130). Simple transitions.,
such as t changes in gain for Ye Kc are detected, and an appropriate response begun within about 0., sec
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and the error stabilized at its pretransition value in about 1 sec. For transitions from Ye = Kc to
Ye = Kc/s 2 , detection and correction occur within about 1 see, but there may be an extensive period devoted
to compensating for the dynamics of the new controlled el.ement. Oscillations from 6-20 sec txe not uncom-
mon. These examples serve to laave the reader with a caveat about the desirability tf operating at the
highest level of skill when controlling an unstable plant. The pilot should monitor his control with YPe
at perioes such that any potentially disastrous divergences can be apprehended tnd controlleC This imposes
a practical limit on the duration that the open-loop mode in Fig. 41c can be maintained.
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CXAPXZR V1I

BRIEF RVEW OF PILTHO DEL APPLICATIONS

Since its first tentative and rudimentary applications in the early 1950s, the use of pilot models in
pilot/vehicle system analysis has grown exponentially to the point where it is now comonly applied to con-
sider a very wide range of problems. Some appreciation of the scope of application efforts is revealed in
the bibliography which constitutes the second half of this chapter. There, the &,'plications are classified
under five headings:

1. Pilot/aircraft system single- and multi-loop regulation and control.

2. Pilot/space-vehicle regulation and control.

3. Limits of piloted control.

4. Instabilities of pilot/aircraft systems.

5. Flight control system display design.

This classification selection resulted in a minimum number of repetitive entries, although a few still exist.
To make the bibliographi as comprehensive as possible for the benefit of specialists, the references pre-
sented are ordinarily the original documents. These, more often than not, are limited distribution but
usually available government or co,.pany reports. For some of the entries condensed versions in the form of
archival journal articles are available.

The analytical techniques used to exercise existing pilot models in these applications can be classified
under three headings. These are:

1. Conventional Flight Control System Analysis -- The vast majority of application results
have been accomplished using conventiona] feedback system analysis techniques as special-
ized for aircraft flight control purposes. The techniques and procedures used include
conventional Bode and root locus analysis, coupled with Bode root loci, pole-zero :ensi-
tivity, and multiloop analysis procedures lumped under the general heading of Unified
Servo Analysis Methods (USAZ4). A comprehensive sumary of these techniques with many
application examples for automatic control systems is provided in Ref. 102. With these
methods pilot/vehicle analysis is accomplished by substituting pilot models wherever
controller properties are required and taking into account pilot ratings as well as
dynamic and system performance characteristics.

2. Parameter Optimization Techniques - In these procedures, the form of the pilot model is
assumed a priori, hopefully to one pertinent to the control tasks being considered (e.g.,
by use of the pilot model forms of Chapters IV and V adjusted appropriate to the controlled
elements of interest). The pilot parameters are then adjusted via a parameter optimiza-
tion scheme to minimize some performance index. In some cases this performance index can
be pilot rating itself with the criterion then being to adjust pilot parameters such that
pilot rating is minimized (Refs. 96-100).

7. Quadratic Optimal Control - In these formulations, conventional optimal control theory
is modified to permit a pure time delay and observation noise (remnant) to be given quan-
tities along with the plant characteristics. A "reasonable" performance criterion is
selected for minimization, and the results of computer-based optimization procedures are
the closed-loop dynamics and system performance (Refs. 131-135).

Each of these approaches has a common basis in the experimental data and mathematical pilot models described
in previous chapters, although the basic information about the models uiay be applied in quite different
forms. Among the cognoscenti there are proponents of each approach, but the authors' view is that of the
middl. .n, i.e., all have merit and tend to supplenent each other rather than compete. In fact, all three
procedures share in the most significant single statement that can be made about the rise of pilot/vehicle
analysis, that it has been established as a fundamental mode of thinking on the part of technical practi-
tioners in the fields of aircraft flying qualities, pilot/vehicle control system Integration, display syn-
thesis, and associated fields.

Although the bibliography titles alone give a cross section of applications, these may not be as readily
appreciated as a more direct statement of pilot/vehicle system problems which hive been addressed using
mathematical models. To illustrate applications in these ways, we have divided the problems into three
categories for convenience, and have presented them in outline form in Tables 14-16 (Ref. 138).

1. Flight Test Problems (Table 14). The first category is also the smallest because it
lists problems initially encountered far down the line in an aircraft development, i.e.,
in the flight test phase. In all of these cases the application of the pilut/vehicle
analysis procedures led to a delineation of the cause of the troubles and further appli-
cation of the procedure led to solutions.

2. Design Problems (Table 15). By far the most widespread use of any good predictive tech-
nique is in the design phase. Here, specific instances are too numerous to list, so
more general classifications are used in Table 15.
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3. Simulation Problems (Table 16). In simulation cxperiments the theory is ideal for
program planning before the experiment, and data interpretation and generalization
afterwards. Like all good theories it has the supreme attxibute of focusing the
experimental effort on critical issues. And again, like all good theories, it has
the characteristic which permits the fitting of experimental data into a broader,
more general, ccntext. These generalizations not only describe the use of pilot
mathematical models in simulation problems but also serve as a suitable windup for
the entire cliscussion.

TABLE 14

SOME PAST APPLICATIC :S OF PILOT- VEHICLE SYSTEM ANALYSES

FLIHT ENCOUNTERED PROBL M.

SITUATION CONTROL PRODLFM CAUSES

Sensitivity;
Pdtch(Slngle Loop) Bobwelght/Feel Spring;

Pilot- Induced OSC-lations Loss of Pilot Log.
Clevetor Rote Limiting

Roll (Single Loop) wvwOr0 Effect;
Loterol Bobietight

Loss of Roll Loop;
Weapon Dehnery tHading Aim Wonder Lateral - Directional Multiloop

I loops) Cross Coupling

Path Con rol-Inobihity
Carrier Landing to ories RateofSink Dynamic Revetsal in Path

I2 and 3 loops)

Attitude Contro moper Pilot/ StabilityAtlludeContol llohSlnle Lop) Augmentln Matching

TABLE i

PILOT-VEHICLE-DISPLAY SYSTEM ANALYSES:

DESIGN

SiTUATION ANALYSIS RESULTS

Basic Afiame old Primoy Pled ct multiple, losed-loop pliot-vehicle
Control System system piobtem areos and assess

possible SOluiIOns

P.Ior/Stab.'ry Augmentolon Conddole tabilily augmentation systems,
T oceo.fs Piot behavior and workloadsystem

petrformance and compromisetreliditly,
redundancy, etc

SAS Foie Effects Plot octons ond resulting aircraft excursions

Co,,perng Poot Osplay Formos Information OuffemenOls $Con patterns.
Manual Control workload, assessment factors and critera
ArCS Monttoring

Flight Dreclor Commond display laws, stotul information
requiretrents, flight director/pilot/
Stability augmentation tradeoffs

Carrier Landing Aids (lptimum FLOLS control and stobililaflon

Cotegorle$ land lmLondng syslem Protooboy of cyproach success, decision 'Sote
windows touchdown S iOh, monuol

. atomatic trofolts. gudaonce ni Tng

Energy-Ttim Monogenint j Simphlfied controls/disPlays

TABLE 16

SOME PAST APPLICATIONS OF
PILOT-VEHICLE-DISPLAY SYSTEM ANALYSIS:

SIMULATION

SITUATION ANALYSIS RESULTS

Pfe-Experimental Analysis Predict Critical teOs$ and parameters,
guidance for experimental design,
pilot briefing, qestionnoire

Post-Fs, ormenlal Analysis lterpretaton and generalization of results

Competng Piforing Techniques Pilot control proceduressysfom performance
and safety margin differencesCioral
system refinoments to simplify
piloting technique

Motion-Cue Simulation Tosk-dependent motion senshitivit, optimum
washout design
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CHAPTE VIII

CUMM STATUS Or PIIOT MDELNVG AND IMR1 REQIRCDWTS

In the foregoing chapters we have emphasized the application of quasi-linear models to a large and
useful class of pilot control situations while also presenting appropriate time-dependent models ior tran-
sient and mode-switching behavior.

As Chapter I indicates, quasi-linear models for human controller behavior trace their history to World
War II. They have been questioned and criticized from their inception to the present. Yet they are still
with us and continue to be applied effectively to a large variety of problems. Our previous chapters pro-
vide insight into why this is the case. Consider the assumptions upon which applications of the model rest:

* The forcing function is a stationary, random-appearing process.

* The time-averaged dynamic properties of the pilot are statistically stable.

* The controlled element characteristics are time-invariant.

* The quasi-linear operator portion of the model characterizes a usefully large portion
of the pilot's behavior.

* Remnant, when accounted for as a pilot-induced noise, does not "hide" more fundamental
phenomena which may be important in an overall pilot/vehicle system context.

The first and second assumptions require a minimum time duration of 5-10 sec for the generation of mean-
ingful measurements and the correspondingly meaningful application of the model. This is readily realized
in a very large number of practically useful cases. The third assumption is realized for the overwhelming
majority of non-emergency conditions. Together these assumptions enable the calculation and use of the
describing function for the quasi-linear model. It is the fourth and fifth assumptions which have been
historic sources of criticism.

Early critics voiced the uneasy feeling that there was a lack of elegance or perhaps analytic power
inherent in accepting a remnant term. The feeling prevailed that imposing the Procrustean bed of linearity,
even though situation-specific, upon the pilot thwarted the exposition of interesting and uniquely human
attributes. A criticism that could not be dealt with directly for many years suggested that more sophisti-
cated and crafty model making could be expected to account for significant portions of the remnant by means
of nonlinear operations. Chapters IV and V provide the basis for reducing this criticism to an ephemera.
All the available data on the remnant make it clear that for single-loop systems it ia dominantly due to
random time variations f the parameters in the pilot's describing function and due to both this and visual
scanning behavior for multiloop systems. The majority of the remnant is thus an irreducible stochastic
variability characteristic of the pilot which depends on the four classes of variables influencing control
task behavior. The remnant nontributes to system error and can superpose small system oscillations, but
it is the pilot's transfer characteristics which determine the system's basic dynamic stability and pro-
vide an estimate of what is usually the major component of the error signal. From our present understand-
ing of the components of the quasi-linear model, its long history of applicability is not surprising; it
should work and it does.

For most practical concerns related to pilot/vehicle system analysis, there are no further critical
research issues for this model. It is in transition from the domain of research to that of routine appli-
cations. There are, however, issues relevant to our basic understanding of human control processes, in
general, and second-order effects in quasi-linear control, which remain to be addressed:

* The short time (less than 5-10 sec) behavior of the pilot cannot be described
adequately by constant-coefficient describing functions. Current indications
from remnant data are that the pilot's characteristics derive from a mathematical
time-varying operator containing the terms:

[Kpo + 6K(t)]e - [ o + (t)Is

where M and AT are random processes. The distributions which characterize these
random processes are not well known, and their definition and dependence on environ-
mental, pilot-centered, and procedural variables constitute areas for further research.

* The inputs sensed for VFR conditions are currently estimated on the basis of con-
trol needs (i.e., what feedback paths are necessary or desirable for the closed-loop
system). The actual quantities perceived are likely to be linear combinations of
these, with the weightings between the independent inputs fixed by the geometry and
perspective rathjr than being independently adjustable by the pilot. These aspects
of perception can have profound effects on the closed-loop analysis of various maneu-
vers (e.g., approach, landing, dive bombing, etc.). There is a need to refine our
understanding of the actual real-world cues used under VFR conditions so that more
precise estimates of pilot dynamics, scanning behavior, and performance can be made
for VER conditions and for integrated displays.

* The dependence of the quasi-linear feedback model in its steady-state form upon task
variables is fairly complete. For specific applications there is a need for codifi-
cation of the influence of environmental, pilot-centered, and procedural (e, a, and
) variables on the model.
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" Scanning behavior has been applied with considerable success in some multiloop
control configurations, but the data base and models are still in a relatively
rudimentary state. More complete data in general is needed wherein control and
scanning behavior is measured. Changes in scanning behavior and in the induced
remnant as functions of e, it, and a and the potential work overload and desta-
bilizing influences need examination.

* Possible crossfeed elements of the quasi-linear model are presentl, bused more
on inference than on directly applicable measurements. The potential importance
of such elements to a complete modeling of probably rare but demanding, highly
coupled multiloop situations, warrants the develolpent of a better experimental
base therefor.

• Pilot opinion ratings, despite their utility and record of validation Jn the past,
exhibit an artistic quality in their development. The physical continuu under-
lying the ratings is multidimensional, and the component dimensions have weight-
ings which depend upon the aircraft's mission. The engineering foundation for
this activity requires strengthening.

" Although a battery of extremely promising techniques based on critical task con-
cepts is presently available for assessing pilot workload as an excess control
capacity, the interactions between workload and pilot skill progression have not
been quantified. There exists anecdotal material about the minimum effort char-
acteristic of high skill, but the conceivable tradeoffs between such things as
effort extended in training and potential subsequent savings in piloting effort
are as yet undefined.

" Mode switching in response to either abrupt Yc changes or nonstationary forcing
functions has been modeled on an ad hoe basis. Our understanding of the pilot's
decision rules, switching criteria, and the mating of transient models with
steady-state models is incomplete.

* Our knowledge of the duration of intermittent open-loop behavior in prec Snitive
and near-precognitive conditions is sketchy. There are a variety of research
questions in determining in useful detail the parameters of subjective predic-
tability so that tendencies toward precognitive behavior may be either encouraged
or discouraged, depending on the risks involved from potentially catastrophic
transients.
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